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RRS-16-Asia &
Pacific focuses on
bridging divide

GENEVA – Jointly organised by
ITU and PITA, the Regional Radio
communication Seminar and
Forum 2016 for the Asia-Pacific
(RRS-16-Asia & Pacific) concluded
with a renewed commitment to
collaboration and capacity-building programmes for APAC. The
forum examined the bridging of
the digital divide through the use of
radiocommunication technologies,
with a focus on the challenges
and opportunities for spectrum
harmonisation in the region.

CSA securing
IoT products

SAN JOSE – The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) IoT working
group has released a report titled
Future-proofing the Connected
World: 13 Steps to Developing Secure IoT Products. It highlights the
basic security measures that must
be incorporated into the development process of IoT products, and
the security items required in a
product development life cycle.

ATSC adds 3 new
standards to 3.0

WASHINGTON – Three new ATSC
3.0 standards have been added
to enable broadcasters to deliver
mobile, interactivity and higher
quality content. These include the
link layer protocol to transport
bits, as well as audio and video
watermark emission standards
that manage content watermarks.
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Will VR broadcasting
be a reality?
by shawn liew

LONDON – For a UK commercial
broadcaster, the sky would appear
to be the limit when it comes to
virtual reality (VR).
Having inaugurated the Sky VR
Studio — a dedicated in-house VR
production unit — in March this
year, Sky UK has now launched Sky
VR, a free app that offers, at launch,
20 different pieces of 360° video
content from Sky and Sky-partners
such as Disney, Fox Innovation Lab
and Warner Brothers.
Available as a free download
from Google Play or the App Store,
the app allows viewers to watch VR
content on a smartphone, either in
conjunction with a Google Cardboard headset — a VR platform
developed by Google for use with
a head mount for selected smartphone models — or in 2D (360°)

without a headset.
Gary Davey, managing director,
content, Sky, claimed: “Interest in
VR content is building, generating
more excitement every day.
“We are just at the beginning
of our VR journey, launching Sky
VR Studio earlier this year … Now
comes the creative challenge of
deploying this immersive experience with engaging storytelling.”
The VR ship is currently anchored at the harbour, ready to
sail off. In equal measure, it may
never leave the habour, or may
turn out to be just an occasional
pleasure boat, analogised David
Wood, consultant (Technology
and Innovation) to the European
Broadcasting Union (EBU).
Wood has also chaired the DVB
CM-UHDTV group that prepared
the Commercial Requirements for
the DVB UHD-1 Phase 2 systems,

X-PLATFORM
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Celestial Movies, CTE’s flagship
Chinese movie channel, is now
available on the linear and non-linear
platforms of South Korean pay-TV
operator SK Broadband.

CTE now greeting
S Korean viewers

While there appears to be a ready
market for VR applications in the
gaming industry, are TV viewers
ready to embrace VR content?

88

SEOUL – Celestial Tiger Entertainment (CTE) has launched its
flagship Chinese movie channel,
Celestial Movies, on SK Broadband,
a pay-TV platform in South Korea.
Celestial Movies is now available on SK Broadband’s linear
service B tv, as well as B tv plus and
oksusu, SK Broadband’s over-thetop (OTT) services.
Besides offering a wide range
of Chinese blockbusters and iconic
films starring the likes of Jet Li,
Chow Yun Fatt and Stephen Chow,
these titles will also be fully localised with South Korean subtitles.

SDI still has key role even as IP makes its way into broadcasting

Media Prima’s
Dr Ahmad Zaki
Mohd Salleh: The
adoption of IP is
under way.

KUALA LUMPUR – The adoption of IP
into the broadcast environment is under
way; however, SDI will remain a core
connectivity platform as IP slowly makes
its way into broadcast facilities, said Dr
Ahmad Zaki Mohd Salleh, group GM,
engineering, Media Prima.
Dr Zaki was one of the participants
who attended the Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union ’s (ABU) fourth Integrated
Broadcast Broadband (IBB) and over-the-

top (OTT) workshop held from Sep 27-29
in Malaysia.
He told APB: “Although IP was never
designed to carry real-time data, the
tremendous developments in CPU power,
memory and advancement in softwaredefined networks (SDNs) has made this
adoption possible.”
Many ABU members, and broadcasters in Asia-Pacific, are already using IP
to deliver content to their audiences,

and have already integrated IP into their
contribution circuits.
And while no broadcast organisation
in Asia-Pacific has yet to formulate any
clear plans to use IP for live production, IP
was one of the key topics discussed at the
workshop, reported Dr Amal Punchihewa,
director, technology and innovation, ABU.
Key issues raised relating to IP remain
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EDITORIAL

Too early to dismiss
VR for broadcast TV
“Virtual reality was once the dream of science fiction.
But the Internet was also once a dream, and so were
computers and smartphones. The future is coming
and we have a chance to build it together.”
A forward-looking statement proffered by a
virtual reality (VR) evangelist today?
Hardly, this was penned by Mark Zuckerberg,
CEO of Facebook, in March 2014 when the social
media platform announced the acquisition of Oculus
VR, a technology company that designs and builds
VR systems, including the Oculus Rift headset.
So, has the VR future envisaged by Zuckerberg
already arrived? According to Deloitte Global, VR
will have its first billion-dollar year in 2016, while
another research firm, TrendForce, places the total
market value of VR hardware and software at US$70
billion by 2020.
The footnote from Deloitte, however, is the
expectation that the vast majority of commercial
activities stemming from VR will focus on video
games. Cue Sony, which has launched the PlayStation
VR headset in a bid to create “the future of virtual
reality gaming”.
Clearly, the gaming industry will be one of the
most attractive propositions for VR for the foreseeable future as gamers seek the ultimate immersive
gaming experience. For TV viewers who were not too
long ago presented with compelling arguments for
3DTV, will they truly embrace VR content?
One keen advocate of VR TV content is Sky UK,
which has built on the launch of Sky VR Studio — a
dedicated in-house VR production unit — in March
this year, with the launch of Sky VR, a new app that
offers 360° video content from not only Sky, but also
the likes of Disney, Fox Innovation Lab and Warner
Brothers.
VR can grow to be a companion to TV, but it
is too early to predict if it will become mainstream
in broadcast TV, suggested David Wood, who is
currently acting as a consultant to the European
Broadcasting Union’s Technology and Innovation
department.
He is also leading the DVB’s Study Mission Group
on VR, which, like other emerging broadcast technol-

Stay connected with

ogies, is faced with a number of key issues, including
standardisation, as Wood pointed out.
There are also lessons to be learnt from the
3DTV experience. Some of the attributing factors for
3DTV’s success, or lack thereof, include eye fatigue,
annoyance with wearing 3D glasses and the lack of
appropriate content, he said.
What, then, constitutes “appropriate content”
in the context of VR? Perhaps unsurprisingly, Wood
cited sports as a key driver for VR usage because
“VR can bring to the viewer a sense of ‘being there”.
However, he also rightly pointed out that studies
have indicated that viewers are only likely, at present,
to view VR content up to a 20-minute duration,
before sensorial sickness potentially sets in.
Possibly, the key differentiator between VR and,
for instance, IP in broadcast is one of need and want.
While many industry observers are advocating the
transition to broadcast IP as a necessity, there is no
empirical evidence to suggest that viewers definitively want VR content.
While there may be a case to be built for VR
sports content, the prospect of watching the latest
news bulletin or TV drama in VR is arguably less
appealing.
This is not to suggest that VR for broadcast TV
should be dismissed out-of-hand. As CheeK, Media
corp’s chief content officer, told APB, VR technology
can complement traditional broadcast by bringing a
new level of audience engagement and interaction.
Zuckerberg’s 2014 forecast could yet be pre
scient — VR is likely to penetrate many aspects of
life and industries, and could potentially be the next
big disruptor for society.
Whether this lofty position extends to the
broadcast TV industry remains very much in the air.
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HELO: Stream, Record and Deliver
Open Up a New World of H.264 Streaming Workflows
HELO is AJA’s new H.264 streaming and recording stand-alone appliance bringing both SDI and HDMI I/O into
a single device. Simultaneously stream out to a content delivery network (CDN) as well as encode and record
high quality H.264 files to SD cards, USB drives or network based storage.
HELO offers a range of professional workflow options with both 3G-SDI and HDMI inputs and outputs,
and the power to handle up to 1080p 60 recording formats. Small and portable, HELO offers dedicated record
and stream buttons, and a web-based user interface for easy configuration.
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Streaming made simple.

Live means now. Live means pressure.

Top performance. Top results.

A USB connection and robust web
browser based UI allows easy,
advance setup of a CDN connection.

HELO offers a dedicated record button
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immediate recording.

HELO encodes to H.264/MPEG-4
ensuring bandwidth efficiencies with
support for a wide range of file types.

When you’re ready to stream,
press one button and deliver media
with flexible support options.

Plug in an NTFS 3.1 or FAT32 formatted
USB drive, SD card or connected network
storage, and you’re good to go.

Wide ranging compatibility:
from tablets to smartphones or
desktops, no translation necessary.
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VIEW FROM THE TOP: Live IP: A practical view
The European Broadcasting Union’s (EBU) Willem Vermost and Felix Poulin
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Live IP: A practical view
by willem vermost
and felix poulin

For many years now, we have taken
for granted that the future of content
production lies with IP, and how it
promises many benefits.
The exciting news is that we are
now passing from theory to practice.
One of the most significant proofs-ofconcept, titled LiveIP, has been delivered at Belgium’s national broadcaster
VRT. It involved building and operating
a live TV production studio with stateof-the-art IP-enabled equipment,
using available interoperable, open
standards. The project is the result of
great collaboration between VRT, the
European Broadcasting Union (EBU)
and a group of innovative broadcast
technology partners including Axon,
D&MS, DWESAM, EVS, Genelec, Grass
Valley, Imagine Communications,
Lawo, Nevion, Tektronix, Trilogy and
Vizrt.

Why change?
Today’s digital environment has a clear
impact on audiences. Consumers want
to be able to consume more media
anytime, anywhere and on any device.
This obliges media organisations to
provide new formats, and to package
their content for different media delivery platforms.
This ongoing business
transformation would be difficult to achieve using traditional
SDI-based technology, as it is
not flexible enough to adapt
to the continuous and rapid
changes. While IP is often said
to be the technology best placed to
support that transformation, there are
many questions in the industry about
its readiness for live production. Can
it, in its present state, bring to professional live media the transformation
seen in other areas such as telecoms
or media post production?

How to change?
The best way to answer these questions
is to actually test this new technology in a real environment. The LiveIP
project was designed with many short
phases, built around typical workflows:
single camera, multi camera, remote
production, a live TV show. During the
summer months in Europe, the set-up
was used for a daily production and at
IBC 2016, the kit was used to produce
IBC TV.

What technology is being used?
This project started in spring 2015. The
design of the system was based on the
technology that was available at the
time, and that vendors had committed
to providing working implementations
during the course of the project.
The topology used for the IP
network is the so-called Spine-Leaf
architecture. It is a software-defined
network, based upon the OpenFlow

❝This ongoing business
transformation would be difficult
to achieve using traditional SDIbased technology, as it is not
flexible enough to adapt to the
continuous and rapid changes
[brought forth by a digital
environment].❞
standard, which deals with the routing
of the media streams. To transport the
uncompressed video, SMPTE ST 20226 was used. As in many SDI-based
television studios, audio is usually carried separately from the video. A combination of AES67 and the Ravenna
standard was used.
Just like in a traditional SDI-based
studio, an SDI-over-IP studio requires
the end-devices to be precisely synchronised. IEEE 1588-2008, or Precision
Time Protocol (PTP), is the recognised
way to achieve sufficiently precise time
distribution over a network. Not all
video equipment was already capable
of using PTP during the project.
PTP includes several parameters,
which are constrained in profiles that
are specific to certain applications. In
this project, two PTP profiles were used
by the different devices: the profile
for video applications as described in
SMPTE ST 2059-2:2015 and the profile
as described in AES67 for professional
audio applications. From an operational point of view, one profile for
video and audio would be beneficial.

What about interoperability?
The transition to IP video transport
and IT architectures is a fundamental
change for our industry. It brings more
flexibility and modularity, but also adds
complexity. The technology is also new
to users, as well as to many vendors.
This being said, we found that users
have a baseline expectation: they want
the same level of interoperability as
with SDI, which gives them the liberty
of building systems from best-of-breed
components.
Therefore, there is a real advantage in bringing together technology
pioneers on the premises of a broadcaster to interconnect their hardware
and software to address a real use
case — all while the technology is still
evolving. Within this “safe haven”, engineers can cross company boundaries
and work together on the interoperability between their products, without being burdened by commercial
concerns. Moreover, the findings from
this project are contributing to the
international standardisation of the
technology.

What to conclude?
From the LiveIP experience, we can

Willem Vermost

Felix Poulin

conclude that it is possible today
to build a live IP-based studio. No
real roadblocks were encountered
throughout the entire project. The
set-up has proved to be particularly
flexible due to the fact that there is
more emphasis on configuration than
cabling.

Further development
In order to help EBU members, who are
Europe’s public service broadcasters,
an EBU working group has drawn up
what it believes will be the evolution
of the technology over the coming
years. The roadmap, which you can
read more about at https://tech.ebu.
ch/news/2016/08/ip-production-infrastructure---is-it-ready-for-take-off,
was welcomed by many organisations
and has been adopted by the Joint Task
Force on Networked Media (JT-NM).
To unlock all the possibilities that
IT-based systems can provide, further
development is needed. Aspects to
be explored include elementary flows,
discovery and registration, capability
management, and virtualisation.
The next big step towards IPbased live production would be to
have a new open standard based on
all current efforts and the VSF recom-

❝Users have a
baseline expectation:
they want the same
level of interoperability
[with IP] as with SDI,
which gives them
the liberty of building
systems from best-ofbreed components.❞
mendations TR-03 and TR-04. The
SMPTE drafting group is using these
recommendations as a foundation
for a new open standard that will be
known as SMPTE SD-2110. This will
enable separate video, audio and
metadata essence in an open, inter
operable fashion. The publication is to
be expected very soon!
Willem Vermost is Network IP Media
Technology Architect, European Broadcasting Union (EBU), and Felix Poulin is
Senior Engineer and Project Manager,
Media Production Technologies, EBU
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IMDA to spearhead
S’pore’s digital future
SINGAPORE – Following the restructuring of Singapore’s Infocommunications Development
Authority (IDA) and the Media
Development Authority (MDA), the
newly minted Info-communications
Media Development Authority
(IMDA) has been officially launched.
IMDA’s strategies, according
to Dr Yaacob Ibrahim, Singapore’s
Minister for Communications and
Information, will include spearheading Singapore’s transition into a
digital future by helping businesses,
workers and the community to harness the opportunities arising from
info-comm media (ICM) convergence and technological changes.
The formation of IMDA will also
allow Singapore to better adapt
to digital disruption, Dr Yaacob
added. To address the issues arising from the digital disruption and
to empower the possibilities from
the ICM convergence, IMDA will
focus on:
n Developing a competitive
ICM sector and a strong ICM talent
pipeline;
n Empowering innovation and
economic growth through ICM;
n Building a trusted business
environment and uphold consumer
interest; and
n Connecting people and communities to quality local media
content and ICM solutions.
For instance, a new Accreditation@IMDA (A@IMDA) initiative

programme was launched in colla
boration with Singapore terrestrial
broadcaster Mediacorp’s Mediapreneur incubator programme —
designed to help nurture mediarelated start-ups.
Under this initiative, A@IMDA
will complement Mediapreneur’s
mentoring efforts by providing
technical product testing, building
of financial models and fund-raising
pitches, which are tailored to the
growth stages of these start-ups.
To exemplify the convergence
of media content and technology,
IMDA will also explore the use of
virtual reality (VR) technology to enhance learning experiences in areas
such as healthcare and education.
Dr Yaacob said: “In healthcare,
we are working with animation and
special effects company SideFX to
develop a VR tool to train doctors
to do emergency procedures. And
in education, we are working with
local media company Beach House
Pictures to create immersive worlds
using VR, so students can live out
the lesson rather than just reading
it off a page.”
Reiterating the need for IMDA
to take full advantage of convergence in the ICM sector, Dr Yaacob
concluded: “The opportunities are
there. It is up to us to seize them
and harness the full potential of
technology and media to empower a future of possibilities for
Singapore.”

The ABU’s fourth regional workshop on OTT and IBB highlighted broadcast IP in Asia-Pacific, and how broadcasters can
make a successful transition.

ABU to empower broadcasters to embrace IP
18
interoperability and the affordability of equipment, added Dr
Amal, who reiterated the ABU’s
commitment to spearhead and
lead activities — in collaboration
with ABU members and partners
— in empowering broadcasters to
embrace IP in Asia-Pacific.
He said: “For example, in June
2016, just prior to Broadcast
Asia2016, APB organised a oneday event (read more at https://
www.joomag.com/magazine/asiapacific-broadcasting-apb-connexxion-forum-2016-special-report/0057279001467083331) in
which ABU, with APB, discussed
the readiness, issues and actions
required to make use of the economic benefits of IP in broadcasting, especially for production.”
The transition to IP is certainly
under way, and is a core foundation to enable efficient file-based
workflows, said Charles Sevior,
CTO (APJ), Isilon, who was also an

attendee to the workshop.
He, however, sounded a note
of caution when it comes to “the
death of SDI” proclamations, and
how IP networking can completely
replace the existing dedicated
video and audio circuits. “There is
no ‘right or wrong’ when building
a media facility. Engineers and
technical architects will select the
appropriate technology on a caseby-case basis.
“I see the end-game as moving
our media equipment technology stacks away from dedicated
single-purpose vendor solutions
into a flexible, virtualised technology stack that looks identical to
a cloud-scale data centre — built
and managed by IT and media
technologies.”
Another key takeaway from
the workshop, Dr Amal revealed,
is the consensus from participants
that over-the-air (OTA), consisting
of digital terrestrial television (DTT)
and direct-to-home (DTH), remains
the main delivery platform.

DVB’s Wood: ‘VR a companion for TV, not a substitute’
18
and is currently leading the DVB’s
Study Mission Group on VR.
He told APB: “There are broadcasters and service providers who
believe that VR can, and will become a successful service. But for
others, there are still questions to
be answered.”
For starters, the multiplicity of
proprietary systems means that
standardisation of VR remains a
key issue, and one which the DVB
VR Study Mission Group is keenly
working on.
Wood explained: “Our Study
Mission’s goal has been to establish
whether VR could be commercially
successful, and if so, whether we
set in motion the process of agreeing requirements and preparing a
specification.
“It still remains to be agreed by
the parent committees, but there is
a majority view in the Study Mission
that there is a case for developing a
first specification that can be used
in the near term for VR services.”
This, he believes, is likely to
include a fixed panaromic camera system with three degrees of

freedom for the viewer, and will
probably offer monoscopic and
stereoscopic options, with a family of resolutions. “But there is,
of course, work to be done,” he
acknowledged.
Content, naturally, will play a
key role in propagating VR. Wood
pointed to studies that have indicated viewers are only likely to
view VR content up to a 20-minute
duration. Does this signify that
short-form content is the appropriate format, and can VR content
producers ensure the elimination
of sensorial sickness?
In the interim, Wood believes
that sports will be the key driver
for VR usage. “VR can bring to the
viewer a sense of ‘being there’,
bringing excitement and involvement,” he said. “If you think of
sporting events, these are occasions where we would probably
wish to be physically present in the
stadium, and VR can go some way
towards that.”
Matching audio is also required
as a multiplier of the quality of
the VR experience, added Wood,
an opinion echoed by CheeK,
chief content officer at Singapore

terrestrial broadcaster Mediacorp.
He explained to APB: “A key aspect of VR is audio. VR requires binaural audio that creates 360° sound
to correspond with the visuals.”
While Mediacorp has yet to
embark on the VR journey, CheeK
is convinced of VR’s persuasiveness
in altering content producers’ perspective in storytelling.
“VR changes the way we tell
a story. For instance, VR puts the
viewers into the very place where
the story is happening,” he elaborated. “This is the ‘presence element’ that producers should consider when creating VR content.”
The recent launch of Sony PlayStation VR is arguably a growing
indicator of how VR has found its
niche in the video gaming industry. How can this relative success
be translated to the broadcast TV
industry?
More content needs to be
specifically designed for VR. This,
CheeK reasoned, will raise viewers’
appreciation and, in turn, demand
for VR content.
And as with Sky UK, non-linear
would appear to pave Mediacorp’s
route to VR. CheeK explained: “VR

technology is complementary to
traditional broadcast as it increases
audience engagement and inter
action.
“Toggle, Mediacorp’s overthe-top (OTT) service, will be the
natural platform for us to launch
VR content as it is also available as
a mobile app.
“While we are still actively
studying if VR is viable across
multiple platforms, we are also
partnering with vendors to try out
their equipment for VR, in order to
build our expertise and skills in this
technology.”
VR will, perhaps, also inadvertently draw comparison with 3DTV;
both share similarities, and differences, according to Wood.
3DTV, with its varying cycles
of popularity, failed in its last
manifestation, because there was
public annoyance with wearing 3D

He highlighted: “Online viewing is growing but it is not totally
eroding linear TV viewing. What
online viewing does is to have
a positive impact on linear TV
viewing as it promotes and builds
a relationship (connection) and
stimulates the interest for a given
programme.”
An increasingly challenging
broadcast landscape is forcing
incumbents to re-look and reflect
on current offerings and workflow
processes, added Media Prima’s
Dr Zaki.
Broadcasters need to take
proactive action to reduce operating costs and ensure relevance
through the adoption of interactive
services, he advised.
Technology changes are inevitable and, perhaps, it is a case
of fortune favouring the brave.
“Service providers will just have to
prepare [for technology changes],
and I believe that the survivors will
be those who are most forwardthinking,” Dr Zaki concluded.
CheeK, Chief Content
Officer, Mediacorp:
“VR technology is
complementary
to traditional
broadcast as it
increases audience
engagement and
interaction.”

glasses, lack of appropriate content
and eye fatigue.
These are all lessons VR needs
to learn from, cautioned Wood, as
there is yet to be a clear and definable series of conditions for VR to
be a success.
“The name of the game today
across the world is, to find out
whether conditions can be made.
Personally, I have a feeling that VR
will become a companion for TV
and not a substitute … but we have
to start that journey — even if we
don’t know if we will reach that
destination.”
— Additional reporting by
Josephine Tan

• To find out more about VR, join David Wood, consultant (Technology and
Innovation), European Broadcasting Union (EBU), at the DVB Asia Conference
in Bangkok, which will be held from Nov 29-Dec 1 at the InterContinental Hotel
Bangkok. Wood will chair two sessions on December 1: Just Around the Corner,
which will discuss topics such as VR, 4K/Ultra HD (UHD), over-the-top (OTT)
and IP in the studio. He will also conduct the workshop entitled UHD – What
you must know about HDR, HFR and NGA.

Blackmagic URSA Mini with the URSA Studio Viewfinder
is the ultimate live production studio camera!
When you combine URSA Mini with the URSA Studio Viewfinder, you
get a complete solution that delivers amazing Ultra HD images and has
all of the professional broadcast studio camera features you’ll need!
You get talkback, tally, remote color correction and camera control from
an ATEM switcher and more. It’s a true high end live production solution
that delivers commercial quality results for both HD and Ultra HD
productions, all for less than the cost of a traditional HD studio camera!

Perfect in the Studio or in the Field!
Operating a camera at long duration events such as sports can be back
breaking if you have to look through a tiny viewfinder for hours on end!
The URSA Studio Viewfinder has a large display with sun shield that
lets you comfortably stand behind the camera for longer shoots! URSA
Mini is perfectly balanced and lightweight, plus there’s even an optional
shoulder mount kit that lets you move from tripod to handheld in
seconds!

Advanced Studio Camera Features
URSA Mini features a built in DaVinci Resolve primary color corrector
that can be externally controlled via the SDI connection letting you
perfectly balance all of your cameras remotely from your ATEM switcher!
You also get broadcast camera features such as tally, talkback, remote
focus adjustment and more. Best of all, it works over SDI so you don’t
have to buy additional expensive equipment or run extra control cables!

www.blackmagicdesign.com/sg

Professional Studio Viewfinder
The URSA Studio Viewfinder has a bright 7” screen with handles and
a large tally light with camera numbers. You also get high quality
dedicated buttons and dials, along with customizable function buttons
that are perfectly positioned so you can quickly adjust brightness, zebra
displays, focus peaking, change settings and more! There’s even an
articulated arm so you can move the camera and never take your eyes
off the action!

Beyond Broadcast Quality
URSA Mini is a true digital film camera that produces amazing HD
and Ultra HD images that are far superior to standard broadcast
cameras! The Super 35 sensor has very wide latitude, making it possible
to shoot indoors, expose the image properly and still retain the details
through windows without them being overexposed! With URSA Mini
you’ll see detail in both the brightest and darkest areas of the image
simultaneously!

Blackmagic URSA Mini
From S$4,045*
Blackmagic URSA Studio Viewfinder
S$2,425*
*SRP is Exclusive of Taxes. Viewfinder, URSA Mini, lens
and accessories shown can be purchased separately.
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An industry in transition
KUALA LUMPUR – Change was
the buzzword at last month’s
APSCC 2016 Satellite Conference
and Exhibition in the Malaysian
capital, as a number of high-profile
speakers described and discussed a
satellite industry in transition.
Particularly for the satellite
broadcast industry, the past 12-19
months have seen “drastic change”,
as consumer behaviour changes and evolves, suggested Nile
Suwansiri, CCO of Thaicom.
He said: “Mobility and the
proliferation of 4G and fibre has
changed how people consume
TV. Operators today need to be
consumer-centric first, the technology comes later.”
Echoing Suwansiri was Huang
Baozhong, EVT, APT Satellite, who
urged operators to change preexisting mindsets in order to get
closer to their customers.
Like many of his counterparts,
Huang believes that the satellite industry is entering into a new cycle
— driven partly by the proliferation of multi-screen, multi-device
viewing.
In Indonesia, for instance, satellite is still the number one distribution platform, suggested Rudy
Tanoesoedibjo, president-director,
MNC Sky Vision. This is in spite
of the country’s average age being 27, with many of the younger
population moving towards mobile
viewing.
Tanoesoedibjo explained: “In
Indonesia, cable is not practical
and broadband is not yet readily
available, and is currently too costly
for the average Indonesian.”
He also cited factors such as
piracy, which is playing a role in
depressing the demand for more

satellite capacity. “There are perhaps 1,000 companies illegally
distributing content in Indonesia.
How do we address this so that the
Indonesian satellite industry can
continue to grow?”
With more and more pay-TV
operators offering “skinny TV
bundles” (cheaper plans with lesser
channels) and consumer potentially favouring an a la carte model,
this will also potentially reduce the
need for satellite capacity, Tanoesoedibjo pointed out.
Even in Japan, where a techsavvy populace is supported by
one of the highest rates of broadband penetration in the world,
linear viewing is still mainstream,
reported Minoru Yonezawa, executive director, Multi-Channel Pay
TV BU, Sky Perfect JSAT. “Pay-TV
penetration in Japan stands at only
25%, while 40% of viewers record
video and watch them later,” he
added.
And JSAT is already offering
Japanese viewers 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) content, and was scheduled
to launch its first 4K/UHD HDR
(high dynamic range) broadcast
last month.
4K/UHD and 8K, for that matter, have yet to reach a level of relevancy for viewers accustomed to
HD content. “For mobile, especially,
you can’t really tell the difference,”
said Charles Wong, CEO of CMMB
Vision, a Hong Kong-based nextgeneration satellite-to-mobile
IP-broadcasting company.
The move from traditional
delivery to multiple screens is
inevitable. Therefore, while there
is still demand for linear services,

8 12

Time to mingle: Delegates discussing some of the topics discussed at APSCC 2016 Satellite Conference and Exhibition
during a refreshments break.

Huang Baozhong, EVP, APT Satellites: The satellite industry
is entering into a new cycle. Operators need to change preexisting mindset in order to get closer to their customers.

Satellite is still the number one distribution platform in
Indonesia, suggested Rudy Tanoesoedibjo, presidentdirector, MNC Sky Vision.
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No change in demand for linear services;
what’s changing is consumer demand: BBC
11 8
operators need to provide ondemand services simultaneously,
Wong advised.
The reality with 4K/UHD was
perhaps best described by David
Weiland, EVP, BBC Asia. “A lot of
our documentaries are shot in 4K/
UHD, but as yet, we don’t have any
plans to broadcast in 4K/UHD,” he
detailed.
In Asia, the BBC is working within the pay-TV ecosystem to produce
new services and to address the
shift to on-demand viewing. Like
many of his counterparts, Weiland
does not see a drastic waning in
demand for linear services.
What is changing is consumer
demand, he said, elaborating:

“Most households have more channels than they actually watch [because of the pay-TV package they
signed up for]. Our linear portfolio
in Asia is basically four channels,
serving the niched news market.
“Will skinny bundles become
more popular? We are going to
see certain genres of content going to on-demand, where bingewatching is increasingly common.
Attention spans are shortening,
and there is just a new generation
that just don’t watch TV on a TV
screen.”
These “cord-nevers” — or people who have simply not paid for
traditional TV services — may, on
the contrary, be subscribers to
subscription-video-on-demand
(SVoD) services such as Netflix,

arguably the biggest disruptor to
traditional TV.
How, then, does Netflix keep
its subscribers engaged? Invest in
“very strong infrastructure” in order
to improve the user experience,
revealed Tony Zameczkowski, VP,
business development, Netflix. But
more importantly, it gives consumers control over the content they
want to watch, Zameczkowski
stressed.
“About one-third of our content is produced or co-produced
by Netflix. Viewers expect local
content, and we believe in creating
content that can travel around the
world,” he added.
While describing Netflix as a
“very good partner” for the BBC,
BBC Asia’s Weiland said Netflix has
yet to create a big impact in Asia.
What it needs to do, according to
him, is to produce more localised
content, an aspect which Netflix
has somewhat underestimated
when moving into Asia.
He continued: “But Netflix has
stengths which we can all learn

David Weiland,EVP, BBC Asia: Attention spans are shortening, and there is just
a new generation that just don’t watch TV on a TV screen.

from. For example, its content
never buffers.”
MNC Vision’s Tanoesoedibjo,
on the other hand, predicted a
tougher ride ahead for Netflix, especially in a country like Indonesia.
Already facing a crest of regulatory barriers, Netflix will also have
to ensure localised content in a
country that already has more than

130 channels. “It will not be easy for
Netflix in Indonesia because of the
lack of broadband infrastructure …
Broadband remains too expensive
for the average Indonesian,” he
reiterated.
The APSCC 2017 Satellite Conference and Exhibition will be
held in Tokyo, Japan from October
10-12.

Marking 25 years of pay-TV in Asia
MACAU – With 2016 marking the 25th anniversary of
both cable TV in Asia-Pacific and the inauguration of
CASBAA, the CASBAA Convention 2016 will be taking
place from the Studio City in Macau.
With the theme of Pay-TV: It’s a sure bet, this year’s
convention will address issues on piracy and the rise of
the pirate black box, or the “Illicit Streaming Device”,
as well as covering topics at the heart of the digital
transformation of the broadcast industry.
According to CASBAA, the increased broadband
capabilities and the rise of digital disruptors has
had a significant impact on the way content is now
disseminated and consumed. This, in turn, is forcing
established industry players to urgently rethink their
business models.
Christopher Slaughter, CEO of CASBAA, explained:
“The simple truth is that companies that fail to evolve

will be left behind. By taking a look at some of the
best practices in the industry, both in our neck of
the woods and farther afield, it is our belief that the
CASBAA Convention will help our members find ways
to navigate — and even conquer — the uncharted
territory ahead.”
This year, more than 40 operators from 15 markets have already confirmed their attendance at the
CASBAA Convention, while a number of operator
interviews will take place throughout the conference.
A panel discussion hosted by Marcel Fenez, president of Fenez Media, will also examine the future of
Asian pay-TV, and attempt to answer questions such
as whether broadcasters will embrace over-the-top
(OTT) as the preferred delivery platform.
For more information, visit www.casbaaconvention.
com.

Giving consumers control is key today, said Tony Zameczkowski, VP, business
development, Netflix. He also acknowledged the need to create localised
content — or content that can travel around the world.

n NOVEMBER

White Paper @ www.apb-news.com
v

C-band interference
due to aircraft and
how to mitigate its impact

Similar to WiMAX, BWA and IMT, aircraft altimeter is also a common source
of interference for satellite reception
in the C-band. AsiaSat has conducted
extensive monitoring and testing in this
area and has developed the mitigation
strategy necessary to minimise the impact of altimeter interference on C-band
satellite reception. This white paper will
examine the causes of such interference
and how AsiaSat mitigates it to enable
the best quality of services.

November 7-10

CASBAA CONVENTION 2016
Studio City, Macau
www.casbaa.com/
November 16-18

INTER BEE 2016

Makuhari Messe
Tokyo, Japan
www.inter-bee.com/
November 29 - December 1

DVB ASIA 2016

InterContinental Hotel
Bangkok, Thailand
www.dvbasia.org

n n n 2017 n n n

n MAY

n MARCH

KOBA 2017

March 6-9

ABU DBS 2017

Hotel Istana
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
http://www.abu.org.my
March 21-23

CABSAT 2017

Dubai World Trade Centre
http://www.cabsat.com/
March 23-25

CCBN 2017

December 1-2

China International Exhibition Centre
Beijing, China
http://www.ccbn.tv/EN/channels/160.
html

IABM ANNUAL INT’L BUSINESS
CONFERENCE 2016

n APRIL

n DECEMBER

UK
www.theiabm.org

April 22-27

2017 NAB SHOW

Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
http://www.nabshow.com/

May 16-19
COEX Exhibition Centre
Seoul, South Korea
http://www.kobashow.com/eng/
May 23-25

BROADCASTASIA /
COMMUNICASIA2017

Suntec Singapore / Marina Bay Sands
Singapore
http://www.sesallworld.com/
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What’s New on TV
n

TV5 airs localised
We Bare Bears and
The Powerpuff Girls

n

Smithsonian Channel HD debuts in Asia

SINGAPORE – Inspired by Smithsonian
Institution, the Smithsonian Channel HD
debuts in Asia and features original content
across a wide range of historical, scientific
and cultural topics.
Some upcoming programmes on the
Smithsonian Channel HD includes Aerial
America, a series filmed using aerial cinematography to reveals the landmarks in

each of the 50 states in America; and Million
Dollar American Princesses, the series that
chronicles the stories of real-life American
heiresses who inspired the TV drama Downton Abbey.
Viewers can catch the Smithsonian Channel HD on StarHub TV Channel 415 and
StarHub Go, StarHub’s over-the-top (OTT)
platform.

Aerial America brings viewers to the Devils
Tower in Black Hills located at Wyoming, USA.

Catch localised versions of We Bare Bear and
The Powerpuff Girls on TV5 in the Philippines.

MANILA – Filipino kids and families can
catch a line-up of new series featuring
localised versions of two Cartoon Network’s
programmes — We Bare Bears and The
Powerpuff Girls — on TV5.
Join the tech-savvy and Internetobsessed Grizzly, Panda and Ice Bear in We
Bare Bears as they adapt to the modern-day
normal life while finding their place in the
civilised society.
Following the stackable bear-trio, stay
on to catch The Powerpuff Girls’ Blossom,
Bubbles and Buttercup as the superherosisters protect Townsville against different
evil villains.
Alongside the two new series, TV5 also
hosts a daily branded block for Boomerang,
featuring titles such as Scooby-Doo, Looney
Tunes, Mr Bean and Tom and Jerry.

n

MTV launches Snapchat
Discover series

Captivate Your
Audience, Everywhere
Show Us Ur Phone, a new short-form gameshow
series hosted by Charlotte Crosby, quizzes
couples on street about the content in each
other’s phones.

SINGAPORE – MTV invites fans into the
enticing wardrobes and talks with some of
their favourite vloggers and celebrities on
the new Snapchat Discover series.
Hosted by Becca Dudley, MTV Threads
uncovers the tips and trends the artistes follow to stay on the top of the garment game.
Incorporating footage from music videos and
award shows as well as social media snaps,
each artiste will also share his or her style
secrets in the programme.
In addition, viewers can join Geordie
Shore star Charlotte Crosby on Show Us Ur
Phone as she ambushes couples on the street
and quizzes them about the content of each
other’s phones.

Avid graphics help you captivate, connect, and compete
To stand out in today’s competitive environment, you need to connect to viewers
in a whole new way. Avid graphics solutions put the power to captivate audiences
in your hands: Augmented reality. Unique studio enhancements. Awe-inspiring 3D
sequences. All tightly integrated with the proven Avid© MediaCentral™ platform.

Avid. Redefining graphics.
avid.com/graphics

© 2016 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Avid ,the Avid logo, and MediaCentral are either registered
trademarks or trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries.
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Rotolight lights up UK’s
‘first’ 4K/UHD TV studio
Rotolight has been chosen as the
exclusive LED light supplier to Celebro
Media Studios, the UK’s “first” 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD) TV studio. According to
Wesley Dodd, CEO of Celebro Media
Studios, the Rotolight Anova is the
“perfect light” for working in the live
TV environment. It produces soft light
output of up to 6900 lux at 3ft, while
consuming just 48W at full power. “We
are able to light people accurately and
very, very quickly, which has saved
us time, mistakes on-air, and a lot of
money,” added Dodd.

Lenses bring new look
to Midsomer Murders
Cook Optics’ miniS4/i lenses were
chosen by director of photography
James Moss to shoot the 19th season
of British drama series Midsomer
Murders. Used in combination with the
ARRI Alexa cameras, the miniS4/i
lenses “worked really well”, Moss
reviewed. “We do a lot of handheld
work, so the size and weight of the
miniS4/i [was] helpful, and we went
with uncoated lenses as I wanted
to get some nice
flares, which
would help to
update the
look of the
camera.”

Next Month @ Creation
Newsroom Systems
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Production access
cutting-edge as con
Camera accessories such as
power sources, lighting and
supports now have features
that would enable content
producers to create more
compelling visual offerings
for broadcast and cinemas,
as Millette Manalo-Burgos
discovers.

A

sia-Pacific’s consumption of HD content
is on the rise and this growth is currently being enabled by the increase in
sales of HDTV sets in the region, says a
report published by Persistence Market
Research called Broadcasting Equipment
Market: Asia Pacific Industry Analysis
and Forecast, 2016–2024.
The research paper also says that
the broadcast equipment market in
Asia-Pacific, valued at about US$2,488
million in 2015, is expected to grow to
some $5,105 million by 2024.
The report segmented the APAC TV
broadcast equipment market into traditional TV broadcast, traditional radio
broadcast, IP converged broadcasting
and asset management systems. The traditional TV broadcast segment, valued
at $1,123 million in 2015, is anticipated
to register a CAGR of 8.1% during the
forecast period (2016–2024). This segment also accounted for 45.1% share in
terms of value of the total APAC broadcasting equipment market in 2015.
The traditional TV broadcast equipment market is further segmented into
camera, monitors, routers, switchers,
cable, transmitter, receiver and other
accessories.
Indeed, with such favourable market forecast for equipment sales in the
region, especially in the area of content
creation, camera accessories manufacturers are coming up with cutting-edge
options that promise to help camera operators to maximise the potential of their
HD and 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) cameras.
For instance, robotic camera systems are gaining favour due to new
capabilities that systems are offering
broadcasters. NEP Australia, which
belongs to a global group specialising
in outsourced broadcast production
services, recently invested in Ross
Video’s Furio Robotics, along with
openGear terminal equipment, and
NK router for its hosting studio that
was used by Australia’s Channel Seven

NEP Australia invested in Ross Video’s Furio
Robotics, along with openGear terminal
equipment, and NK router for its hosting
studio used by Australia’s Channel Seven
during its coverage of the Rio Olympics last
August.

during its coverage of the Rio Olympics
last August.
The Furio Robo is a track-based
camera system, with more than 200
dollies installed in 30 countries around
the world, says Ross Video. The system
offers “smoothness, accuracy and flexibility” to help broadcasters create “stunning visuals”, higher quality productions
and more efficient workflows.
The Rio Central studio featured
three camera platforms with full virtual
reality (VR)/augmented reality (AR) capability. “Ross Video’s commitment to
NEP Australia’s delivery of the Channel
Seven Rio Central Studio project has
been outstanding. Since selecting Ross
to provide a VR Robotic Camera solution, the response and support has been
excellent, and the performance of the
robots and VR has been rock solid,” says
Angus Millar, head of production, NEP
Australia. “From shipping and system
integration to training and commissioning, Ross has been there every step of the
way to ensure smooth operation of the
Rio Central studio coverage — 22 hours a
day for the entire duration of the Games.”
At IBC 2016 in April, Ross Video
featured its Furio portfolio with a
number of options for broadcasters.
The Furio RC, a remote control dolly
system for live stage productions, for
example, is now available as a pan/tilt
head-only system without the dolly. This
package is ideal for remote control pan/
tilt head applications such as concert
halls, houses of worship or sports venues
where speed and responsiveness are
critical, according to Ross Video.
In addition to Ross’ OverDrive and

Viz’ Mosart, the SmartShell 4 Robotic
Control and Management application
adds support for Grass Valley Ignite
and Sony ELC automated production
systems. The number of video routing
protocols has been greatly expanded,
XY floor limits for Ross’ CamBot 700XY
have been implemented, while robotic
and camera control of Hitachi and
Panasonic box cameras is integrated
through Ross’ DashBoard to provide
a single, consolidated control station.
IBC 2016 was also one of the global broadcast shows where Shotoku
Broadcast Systems showcased its TP200VR/300VR system and SmartPed
fully robotic XY pedestal. Aside from
displaying these for European broadcasters in Amsterdam, Asian broadcasters were afforded a closer look
at the TP-200VR/300VR system at
BroadcastAsia2016 in Singapore in June.
Shotoku says that the TP-200VR
pedestal and SX-300 VR head combination offers a light-touch control and
“robust stability” to match even the
most demanding applications.
Highly accurate pan, tilt, zoom, focus,
X, Y and height data output keeps the
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ories getting more
tent market grows
Shotoku Broadcast
Systems says that the
TP-200VR pedestal
and SX-300 VR
head combination
offers a light-touch
control and robust
stability to match even
the most demanding
applications.

VR graphics system precisely synchronised
to the camera’s floor position, orientation and
height. Features of the system include the
lightweight two-stage pneumatic TP-200 VR
pedestal, the high-resolution EFP SX-300VR
head, fast and simple referencing using an
origin sheet on the studio floor, unlimited
XY tracking area, RS422 serial data output
and industry-standard data protocols.
For live TV production, Shotoku offers
the SmartPed, a fully robotic XY pedestal
that addresses the creative and commercial
demands of on-air environments with a
cost-efficient and high-performance solution. The three-wheel smooth-steer pedestal
features a new height column without any
need of pneumatic balancing; multi-zone
collision avoidance and detection systems;
and a precision-engineered, electro-mecha
nical steer/drive system.
SmartPed offers instant switchover between local/remote operation, which makes
the pedestal versatile and easily operated in
any application. No re-reference or calibration is required when switching between
these modes, and a pan-bar-mounted local
joystick enables easy control from the studio
floor as necessary.
For multi-location set-ups such as
outside broadcast (OB), studio or event

production, Shotoku has the TP500, which
is equipped with a compact and lightweight
pneumatic pedestal capable of supporting
camera payloads of up to 55kg, and ranges
from 665mm-1,485mm in height. A modular design allows simple transportation
of the TP500 between locations, without
compromising its ability to provide a stable
platform for camera operators.
In addition, the TP500’s integrated inflation pump offers flexibility and freedom, regardless of the broadcast location, and can be
paired with Shotoku’s SX300 and SH100/120
pan/tilt heads for optimal performance.
Aside from support, cameras also
need to be powered up and China’s Swit
Electronics offers a wide range of batteries
designed for different broadcast cameras.
These include the Heavy Duty series
such as the S-8320S, which is an 80Wh
V-mount battery designed for cine and
electronic newsgathering (ENG) cameras. A
recently designed dual-housing heavy-duty
structure makes the S-8320S dropoff-proof
and waterproof, while the battery supports
digital power information display, making
it an ideal power solution for field applications, says Swit.
Within the same series, Swit also offers
the 160Wh S-8340S and 240Wh S-8360S
models, which support fast-charging and
digital power information displays with its
heavy-duty design and high load. Like the
S-8320S, both batteries are designed to support field applications.
Neal Ni, Swit’s marketing manager, tells
APB that the company’s most ardent customers for the Heavy Duty series are actually
cinema production crews from European
countries such as Germany and France.
Swit also offers the IATA Separable series
of batteries, which can be split into two parts
— each with less than 100Wh capacity to
comply with IATA’s air transportation regulations. The Swit-patented IATA Separable
series is available in two models: S-8152S
(73Wh+73Wh), S-8192S (92Wh+92Wh).
New to Swit’s power support roster is
the four-battery Power Station Box for cine

cameras and mobile studios, where four
pieces of V-mount batteries can be inserted.
Housed in a strong protected case, the batteries inside can be charged directly from
the box. Models include the S-4010S (dual
12V output); S-4020S (12V/24V switching
output); and S-4030S (dual 24V output).
According to Ni, The Power Station
Box is now available in Asia, including Singapore, Malaysia, South Korea,
India, Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam, the
Philippines, China and Taiwan.
Lighting systems are also ramping up
its features in order to meet the demands of
content producers. ARRI recently launched
its SkyPanel S120-C, part of the company’s
SkyPanel series of LED soft lights. The new
SkyPanel S120-C joins the S60 and S30 family of products.
What is different about the S120, reports
ARRI, is that it is twice as long as the S60,
but weighs nearly the same, while offering a
larger light aperture. Retaining the same features and colour ‘tuneability’ as its smaller
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New to
Swit’s
power
support
roster is
the fourbattery Power
Station Box for
cine cameras and
mobile studios
where four pieces
of V-mount
batteries can be
inserted.

counterparts, the S120 consumes less than
400W, yet is slightly brighter than the S60-C,
and offers efficacy of 90 lumens per watt.
A large surface area is a crucial feature of
a good soft light, according to ARRI. With
an aperture of 1290mm x 300mm (50.8
inches x 11.8 inches), the S120 outputs a
soft, even beam of light that has a wide
range of uses. The long aspect ratio wraps
light around objects and is suitable for vertical lighting of people. The S120 also works
well as an overhead light for large areas with
increased dimensions, meaning that fewer
lights and less cables are required.
Released alongside the S120 are all
the accessories needed for sculpting and
controlling the light. Among them are
honeycombs, eggcrates, barndoors, diffusion panels, the SkyBender acessory and a
new fabric barndoor called the FlexDoor.
The wide range of accessories makes the
S120 more versatile and easier to control,
concludes ARRI.

SGL has an established
history serving the archive
needs of broadcast facilities
around the world.
SGL’s archive solutions now
include new FlashNet Lite.
FlashNet Lite combines the
power and flexibility of FlashNet
with the elegance of FlashNet
Infinity, all at a highly
compelling price.

Retaining the same features
and colour ‘tuneability’ as its
smaller counterparts, ARRI’s S120
consumes less than 400W, yet
it is slightly brighter than the
company’s S60-C model and offers
efficacy of 90 lumens per watt.

T: +61 415088619 | E: sales@sglbroadcast.com
W: sglbroadcast.com
Global leaders in Archive & Storage Management
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ZEISS provides the right lenses
for all production requirements
APB sits down with Victor Cheang (left), regional
sales director, South-east Asia and ANZ, ZEISS, for
a chat on the company’s latest camera lenses and
technology developments.

What new technology advancements
are being incorporated into ZEISS
camera lenses for video production?
How do these new features enhance
or improve video production?
Victor Cheang: ZEISS constantly
develops lenses to suit different shooting
situations and meet the different needs
of users.
Our latest offering, the ZEISS
Lightweight Zoom LWZ.3 21-100 mm/
T2.9-3.9 T* (LWZ.3 21-100mm), offers
the flexibility of a wide usage spectrum,
thanks to its light weight of only 2kg
— without any compromise to optical
quality. In addition, a broad focal range
coverage of 21-100mm provides a
flexibility that delivers a clear price and
time advantage; it is now no longer
necessary to change focal lengths for a
range that a camera operator previously
had to use up to six fixed focal lengths.
Because of a combination of
attractive features — range, modern
optical design in a compact and highquality housing that provides superior
image performance in any imaginable
shooting situation, as well as affordable
price — the ZEISS LWZ.3 is a longterm investment, especially for smaller
productions.
ZEISS is also opening up the field of
professional video and cine applications
at an excellent price-performance ratio
with photography camera lenses, by
developing the De-Click function.
Increasingly, professionals are using
digital cameras and camera lenses to
film in almost motion-picture quality.
The De-Click function allows users to
mechanically deactivate the click stops
on the aperture ring — a condition
for silent and smooth adjustments
of the aperture. Available in the
ZEISS Milvus full-frame lenses for the

Nikon ZF.2 mount, this function lets
cinematographers set the aperture in a
soft and infinitely variable way so they
can work professionally in changing
lighting conditions.
Due to the extremely high contrast
rendition of the ZEISS Milvus lenses,
they are able to fulfil the most modern
video standards of 6K and higher. Along
with uniform colour characteristics,
large rotation angle to enable precise
focusing and its wide range, which now
covers 15-135mm over nine lenses, the
ZEISS Milvus lens family is an invaluable
investment for the future. The two superwide-angle lenses, the ZEISS Milvus
2.8/15 and ZEISS Milvus 2.8/18, as well
as the telephoto lens ZEISS Milvus 2/135,
were recently launched at IBC 2016.
The De-Click function is also
available on the ZEISS Loxia lenses for
mirrorless Sony full-frame cameras with
E mount. The compact ZEISS Loxia lenses
are the ideal choice for those who value
light and compact equipment. Recently
expanded to a family of four lenses with
the introduction of the Loxia 2.4/85
at Photokina 2016, the range of the
ZEISS Loxia lens family now covers 21
to 85mm. With a compact and uniform
external diameter across all ZEISS Loxia
lenses, film shoots are simplified.
To further equip the ZEISS Milvus
and Loxia camera lenses with functions
resembling those of a full-fledged
cinema lens, the ZEISS Lens Gear rings
were developed. Made of high-quality
aluminium with a hardened surface
coating, the ZEISS Lens Gears are slid
onto each respective lens and, through
simple mounting, attached to the focus
ring of the lens by turning two opposing
rings. Supplemented by a follow focus
system, precise focusing is therefore
possible, and the ZEISS Milvus and Loxia
lenses become endowed with similar
features as a full-scale cine lens.
How are your lens offerings different
from that of your competitors? What
are some of the unique features or
selling points of your lenses?
Cheang: ZEISS lenses are renowned for
their unique characteristics, build quality
and versatility for different applications.
Our cine lenses — the Compact
Prime CP.2, Compact Zoom CZ.2, and
Light Weight Zoom LWZ.3 — have a
good range of coverage from Super
35mm to full-frame sensors.
Moreover, ZEISS cine lenses are
all equipped with the well-known
exchangeable mount — the so-called

Interchangeable Mount System (IMS) —
with five different mounts for all current
camera systems. This ensures that the
cine lenses will always remain relevant,
even if different cameras are used.
Most importantly, ZEISS lenses are
designed to fulfil the requirements of
today’s powerful cameras and those of
the future, thanks to their high-imaging
performance and quality.
ZEISS LWZ.3
As camera offerings today have
broadened the range of video
applications, there is a need for
affordable high-quality manual lenses.
The new ZEISS LWZ.3 can fulfil
that — one zoom at an affording price
to fit all situations with its ideal range
of focal length, meeting major film
set requirements of budget-conscious
productions. The compactness and
range of focal length allows the use
of the ZEISS LWZ.3 as a single lens for
a wide range of assignments with a
high variety of sceneries. Despite its
affordability, it offers a true cinematic
look matching the ZEISS cine primes.
With the ergonomics, durability
and precision of a ZEISS cine lens
in a compact body, the LWZ.3 is a
future-proof investment for smaller
productions.
ZEISS MILVUS (ZF.2) AND
LOXIA CAMERA LENSES
The patented De-Click function of the
ZEISS Loxia and Milvus family of CSC
and SLR lenses respectively equips
the high-performing camera lenses
for videography. This thus provides
additional value and flexibility to
users, especially with the availability
The new ZEISS Lightweight Zoom LWZ.3 21100mm/T2.9-3.9 T* (LWZ.3 21-100mm) lena
provides a broad focal range coverage of 21100mm, and can work on a number of cameras
available in the market today, including those
from Sony.

of the ZEISS Lens Gear to be used in
combination with the De-Click feature
for achieving precise results with another
focus system.
Who are your biggest partners for
camera lenses, and do they require
lenses that are specific only to their
cameras?
Cheang: ARRI and Sony are both wellknown partners of ZEISS. Most recently,
we worked together with ExoLens by
Fellowes to raise the standard of mobile
photography and videography, by
developing the first aspherical lenses for
mobile photographers.
Which ZEISS lens lines are popular
in Asia-Pacific? Why are these lenses
popular with Asian filmmakers and
videographers?
Cheang: Currently, the ZEISS Compact
Prime CP.2 and Compact Zoom CZ.2
lenses are our key products for the cine
market in Asia-Pacific.
There are many reasons why they are
popular and most are related to product
attributes — full-frame sensor coverage,
interchangeable mount system (PL, EF,
F, Micro 4/3 and E mount), standard
diameter front and their light weight.
These lenses are engineered for excellent
image quality, high resolution and
excellent rendition; this, in turn, reduces
post-production time.
What advances for lenses do you
think would be possible in the future?
Cheang: Our current line-up of lenses
are deemed “future-proof”, and are
focused on future photography and
video trends — for example, 8K, high
dynamic range (HDR) and higher sensor
resolutions — and we are constantly
improving and adapting to the evolving
needs of filmmakers. Our quest to
constantly improve on our
optics is an ongoing
one. ❑
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ATG Danmon helps Universal Music Group get ready for 4K/UHD production
The Universal Music Group (UMG) has received the first of an international network
of five-camera 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) flyaways
from systems integrator ATG Danmon UK.
Beginning at Capitol Studios, Los Angeles, the project centred on the design,
configuration and testing of a complete
4K/UHD production system housed in
flight cases, which can be deployed rapidly
anywhere in the world.

A second installation, at the Abbey Road
Studios in London, is now under way and
is expected to be completed by year-end.
The flyaway installed by ATG Danmon
includes five Sony PMW-F55 camcorders
capturing 16-bit RAW 4K/UHD direct to
solid-state memory cards. Grass Valley
fibre-optic links connect via SMPTE fibre
from each camera to a power unit. The
multi-channel feed is then combined into

single-mode fibre for easy connection to a
production control gallery. One of the Sony
cameras is mounted on a Ross Video robotic
pan-and-tilt head, while the other four are
configured for manual operation.
The installation, according to Michael
Frey, UMG’s president of operations and
advanced media, will provide UMG with
“industry-leading capabilities” to shoot
and produce live-staged events in 16-bit

End-to-end Blackmagic Design
production workflow speeds up
Anne’s Kitchen’s comeback
In the third season of RTL’s Anne’s
Kitchen, host Anne Faber returns to
Luxembourg to visit her favourite
places and recipes.
Tim Lecomte, technical director
of Radar, the creative studio responsible for producing the series,
wanted to retain the “quirky and
friendly” feel from the previous
two seasons.
He explained: “We built a bespoke kitchen set in a 10sqm studio
space in order to give us the room
needed to operate a multi-camera
set-up. However, we kept the pro-

duction team very small: just Anne
and the director on set, and me at
the production desk.”
Lecomte completed the filming of Anne’s Kitchen season three
in 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) with digital
film and studio cameras from
Blackmagic Design, including the
URSA Mini 4.6K and Micro Studio
Camera 4K.
A total of five cameras were
used for the shoot, with a pair of
URSA Mini 4.6K providing tight
close-ups and medium wide shots
as Faber explained a recipe. Two

URSA 4Ks were used to capture
wide shots of the kitchen, covering both the food preparation and
cooking areas. Lastly, a gimbalmounted Micro Studio Camera 4K
provided a 360° shot of the kitchen.
In addition, exterior scenes of
Faber’s trips around Luxembourg
were filmed in RAW on the URSA
Mini 4.6K, and were interwoven with
the recipe preparation segments.
“The colour latitude of the 4.6K
sensor really comes to the fore in
these segments. The images of
the sensor are stunning,” Lecomte

RAW 4K/UHD.
“It also embraces every aspect of the
broad spectrum available in today’s market,” he added. “Using integrated mobile
technology, our artists can capture video
and audio content whenever and wherever
they choose, providing fans deeper and
richer access to our artists’ stories across
the breadth of digital, mobile and social
platforms available around the world.”

An end-to-end
Blackmagic
Design
production
workflow —
from filming
to editing
and grading
— was used
to shoot the
third season
of Anne’s
Kitchen.

added. “I also found the form factor
perfect for shooting these exterior
scenes as we didn’t need any large
or cumbersome fixed set-ups as we
followed Anne around.”
Alongside the cameras,
Lecomte also used a combination
of Blackmagic’s MultiView 16 and
ATEM 2 M/E Production Studio 4K
switcher that handled the feeds
received from the five cameras for
visioning mixing.

Completing an end-to-end
Blackmagic Design production
workflow was the DaVinci Resolve
Studio for editing and grading.
Lecomte concluded: “For Anne’s
Kitchen, we used Resolve’s multicam editing features extensively.
Resolve’s toolset is extensive, but
simple to use, and the fact that
you can switch edit and grade in
the same project has sped up our
post workflow immensely.”

CEREBRUM

Broadcast monitoring and control
Take control
make life easier
In modern broadcasting, the multi-platform
delivery and multi-purpose repackaging
of materials demand that you master a
diversity of workflows. Cerebrum makes
the control and monitoring of multiple video
and audio signal paths easier, more efficient
and cost-effective than ever.
Cerebrum provides comprehensive tools to
configure, monitor and maintain products
from any manufacturer within and beyond
the broadcasting industry. The result is that
multiple users can take total control over
multiple and complex routines.
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Médiamétrie chooses
Witbe to enhance
watermarking monitoring
Media research firm Médiamétrie has
selected Witbe’s measurement technologies
to monitor its watermaking technologies.
Médiamétrie deploys a watermarking
technique to measure the audience of
any linear and non-linear TV programme.
Based on the insertion of tags on the
audio channels, this watermark enables
Médiamétrie to identify which channels are
being watched and which TV programmes
are being played. Jérôme Méric, director
of R&D for measurement systems at
Médiamétrie, explained: “Thanks to Witbe
Robots connected to consumers’ real settop boxes, we are able to efficiently monitor
the availability and the integrity of the
watermarks added by our customers in their
live and time-shifted TV programmes.”

Simplifying metadata
management
StreamGuys, a content delivery network
and streaming media provider, has
introduced SGmetadata, a new SaaS-based
metadata delivery system that reduces
the informational workload associated
with connecting and updating listeners to
streaming media. Unlike the older ‘short
polling’ version of metadata transfers
between streaming providers and users,
StreamGuys’ push-based metadata system
sends the full layer of the provider’s HTTP
protocol — including headers and extras —
to the user just once when the streaming
session starts.
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Audience Measurement
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Stay relevant to
garner audience
retention
Evolving from an initial role of
station identification to today’s need
to communicate with audiences,
the concept of channel branding
continues to change to adapt to
consumption habits across multiple
devices. Josephine Tan reports ...

T

he TV landscape is evolving as viewers
today not only have access to a wide
variety of channels, but the majority
of them are also moving on to second
screen devices to watch their preferred
programmes. However, what has not
changed is the display of the logo bug on
their screens, regardless of what content
they are watching and which platform
they are viewing their content on.
The role of channel branding remains crucial in today’s broadcast
environment, especially when there are
so many choices available to viewers,
suggests Daliah Naor, senior marketing
solutions manager at Avid.
She tells APB: “Channel branding
reinforces the channel’s identity, and
the primary role of channel branding
is to keep the viewers from changing
channels. A broadcaster with multiple
channels can use a different look and
feel to unify each channel’s identity.”
On the other hand, Mariano
Monteverde, sales director, Asia-Pacific,
VSN, highlights that proper channel
branding is the key to generating a posi-

tive impact on viewers. Essentially, it is
about making the channel compelling
for viewers, and for them to readily
recall which channel is providing them
with the content they want.
“Branding plays a main role triggering the initial interest that can
accelerate awareness. Furthermore,
it helps broadcasters to communicate
with viewers the synergies between the
different content and programming
strategies of a channel,” he explains.
Channel branding is no longer
restricted to a simple insertion of
the channel bug for identification.
Although the role remains the same,
the style of presentation has been
improvised to enhance the viewing
experience. Today, broadcasters are
adding necessary information that is
relevant to the content airing on the
screens, alongside the display of the
channel bug.
Andy Warman, director of Product
Line Management, Servers and Storage
at Harmonic, elaborates: “Channel
branding is a great mechanism for dis-

To reinforce the channel’s identity, Avid’s
3DPlay channel branding solution provides
data-driven and real-time graphics that can
be triggered multiple times with different
data, clips and images to deliver updated
content.

semination of information, audience
retention, and providing additional
information, content, news and ideas
to viewers. The type and style of channel branding can vary during different
parts of the day or segments to suit the
audience and type of programme that
is being broadcast.
“Viewers looking for news and
sports, for example, will value additional information that is delivered as
channel branding to support the primary video content. Likewise, viewers
of episodic content may enjoy trailers
and snipes that advertise upcoming,
related programming.”
One aspect that has been affecting
broadcasters’ channel branding strategies is the shift of viewers’ consumption
habits towards second screen devices.
Although branding strategies do not

❝The platforms being used to view content do cause a change
in branding strategy. Mobile, OTT and broadcast channels each
need their own branding approach, identity and considerations
for resolution, screen size, aspect ratio and many more.❞
— Andy Warman,
Director, Product Line Management, Servers & Storage,
Harmonic

Graham Stephens

CTO
Media City Development
Malaysia

Designed for production and playout applications, Harmonic’s Spectrum X advanced media server system provides ingest and playout for
baseband and IP workflows.

The VSNONETV multichannel integrated
playout solution
features dynamic
graphics composition
to allow users to insert
necessary information,
such as elements of
PiP, video squeeze,
crawls, RSS feeds or
transition effects,
which are relevant to
the programme.

change from a consumer standpoint, Warman stresses, the platforms being used to
view content do cause a change in broadcasters’ branding strategy.
“Mobile, over-the-top (OTT) and broadcast channels each need their own branding
approach, identity and considerations for
resolution, screen size, aspect ratio and
many more. This, in turn, creates complexity and the need for appropriate branding to
ensure the correct treatment of each target
device,” he explains.
To service all channel branding requirements, Harmonic is offering the Spectrum
X advanced media server system, which
provides ingest and playout for baseband and
IP workflows. Designed for production and
playout applications, the Spectrum X combines file, baseband and transport stream
ingest with integrated channel playout (ICP)
capabilities, including graphics, branding,
digital video effects (DVE), and live switching of baseband and compressed IP sources.
Commenting on how technologies have
impacted broadcasters’ channel branding
strategies, Warman says: “The technology
itself implies a major change. This concept of
simultaneous SDI and IP means that a single
playlist under automation control can derive
two different, synchronised outputs with
different resolutions, matching graphics
or a sub-set of graphics that are appropriate for the downstream target devices and
consumers.”
Warman also recommends the deployment of Harmonic’s Electra X broadcast
encoders alongside the Spectrum X, in order
to create additional value for users by enabling differentiated content to be produced
for regional variation and market interest.
Equipped with hybrid capabilities, both
the Spectrum X and Electra X also support
4K/Ultra HD (UHD). Earlier this year,
AsiaSat launched its 4K/UHD channel 4KSAT2/HVN on the AsiaSat 4 satellite located
at the 122°E orbital location.
Supporting the delivery of the 4K/UHD
channel is the Spectrum X and the Electra
X3 — which are designed specifically for 4K/
UHD encoding — alongside the MediaGrid
Ethernet-based shared storage system, as
well as the Polaris playout management
suite. The deployment of Harmonic’s equipment has enabled AsiaSat to deliver a full
4K/UHD channel production and transmission system from AsiaSat’s Tai Po Earth
Station in Hong Kong.
VSN’s Monteverde, however, suggests
that more work can be done to retain eyeballs. He elaborates: “Even though channel
branding is fundamental to make a channel
attractive, we also find that channel branding today has to include a balance between
branding, content quality and the accessibility to certain content. Working well on these
three areas is extremely necessary in today’s
globalised competitive scene.
“We often say content is king, and we rely
on the quality of the content to be popular
and successful. Hence, we find it important
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for broadcasters to start focusing on content
branding, in addition to channel branding.”
VSN offers channel branding functionality with its integrated playout solution
VSNONETV, which is designed to support
real-time multi-channel ingest to a wide
range of codecs and file containers. With
each channel containing up to eight layers
of graphics output and up to two DVEs per
channel, users can use the dynamic graphics composition function to insert elements
of picture-in-picture (PiP), video squeeze,
crawls, RSS feeds, or transition effects on
the programmes.
For further flexibility on channel branding, VSNONETV can be integrated with
master control switchers. For programmes
streaming on OTT or new media platforms,
the solution also provides live censorship
tools, allowing users to place blurs or beeps
to sensitive content.
“Moreover, VSNEXPLORER media asset management (MAM) provides a tight
integration with social media network
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter or
YouTube,” Monteverde explains. “We believe publishing in social media networks
is extremely important to push audiences
into a broadcast channel and should be
considered part of the channel branding
strategy of a station.”
For Avid, according to Naor, its 3DPlay
channel branding solution provides datadriven and real-time graphics that can be
triggered with different data, clips and images to deliver updated content. Furthermore,
3DPlay can be used with a single channel or
multiple playout channels through a single
user interface.
She concludes: “The 3DPlay enables
users to create branding graphics such
as coming up next, promo over credits,
squeeze backs and multiple tickers. Using
the action-based graphics controller, users
can combine graphics, content and animation into a button or an action, and define
its behaviour. These actions can be triggered
multiple times using different data, enabling
the user to adapt to changes with greater
flexibility.”

Axon addresses India’s demand
for 4K/Ultra HD
India is a burgeoning
market for 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD), described Axon
Digital Design, who already counts Tata Sky, Axon showcased a range of solutions at last month’s Broadcast
Zee Entertainment and India 2016, including the SynView modular multi-viewer, which will
support India’s increasing demand for 4K/Ultra HD, said Axon.
STAR as among its customers in India.
build a hybrid multi-viewer with hundreds
GeertJan Gussen, marketing manager
of inputs.
at Axon, said: “Offering local support is
Gussen continued: “Given the current
very important, especially as people transiinterest in 4K/UHD, we are confident that
tion from SDI to 4K/UHD and IP.”
Axon products such as SynView and the
At last month’s Broadcast India 2016
new 4K/UHD up/down-converters recently
in Mumbai, Axon debuted the SynView
added to our Synapse signal processing
modular multi-viewer in Asia. Capable of
range will help shape the future of 4K/
handling both 4K/UHD and any IP formats,
UHD production for Indian broadcasters.”
Axon says the SynView is “ready for the
At Broadcast India 2016, Axon also
future” and can support whichever video
highlighted the latest version of the
transport mechanism the industry chooses
Cerebrum control and monitoring softto adopt.
ware, a control solution for mobile proDesigned for use as a standalone unit
duction, news and studio live production,
or as part of an Axon Synapse signal promaster control and remote production.
cessing system, the SynView solution suits
Addressing complex production envia wide range of applications, and from
ronments, Cerebrum reduces production
small to extremely large monitoring walls.
workloads by enabling complex tasks to
According to Axon, SynView is the
be completed in minutes, according to
only single field latency (20ms@50Hz and
Axon. The software supports a wide range
16,7ms@59.94Hz) multi-viewer system
of third-party devices including routers,
on the market and is also designed to be
production switchers, servers, receiver
highly customisable. Two basic models,
decoders, multi-viewers and waveform
available in two versions (SDI I/O or Ethermonitors, all of which can be managed
net I/O), can be mixed and matched to
from one easy-to-use interface.

Streamline your broadcast workflow

Courtesy of BT Sport

❝Channel
branding
helps
broadcasters
to
communicate
with the
viewers the synergies
between the different
content and programming
strategies of a channel.❞
— Mariano L. Monteverde,
Sales Director, Asia-Pacific, VSN

Draco tera KVM switches connect operators
to vital production equipment, without
compromise.
With no transmission delay or picture
degradation, they are the ideal solution for
today’s broadcast and post facilities, increasing
efficiency and streamlining the production
workflow.
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StorNext drives collaborative edit
workflow for 3 MNC Group TV stations
by kuswandi aslan

In Indonesia, the MNC Group owns three
television stations: MNC TV, RCTI TV and
Global TV. To simplify overall monitoring
and maintenance for these stations, we
have integrated our post-production ope
rations within one system that supports a
collaborative edit workflow across 120 edit
seats — both Final Cut Pro and Avid Media
Composer.
For this integration, we deployed a
Quantum StorNext shared storage system
with MXFserver running as the file management system because, together, these
technologies allow our edit team to work

with both Mac and PC systems running Final
Cut Pro and Avid Media Composer without
the need for transcoding. We selected this
approach after evaluating several competing
solutions, determining that Quantum and
MXFserver could best address our requirements.
Quantum and the MXFserver team
worked closely to understand our needs,
design and test this system, and ultimately
ensure that we could successfully establish
efficient media sharing across all our edit
systems. On a daily basis, the speed enabled
by this new edit workflow — built on one of
the world’s largest installations of MXFserver
clients — makes it possible for MNC TV, RCTI

LTO Program explains
benefits of LTO technology

Laura Loredo, an LTO Program representative, was at IBC 2016 to showcase, among other
demonstrations, how copies of video files integrated with LTFS can be easily saved to an LTO-7 tape
cartridge.

September was a busy month for the LTO
Program, who was present at both the
Storage Developers Conference (SDC) in
Santa Clara, California, as well as IBC 2016
in Amsterdam.
At both events, LTO Program representatives were keen to discuss how LTO tape and
the Linear Tape File System (LTFS) can provide
a positive impact on data centres — both
now and into the future.
For instance, the LTO Program was keen
to highlight how tape remains the most
cost-effective storage option for acquisition, energy consumption, floor space usage
and personnel. Because tape cartridges can
remain offline, they are separated from the
main operating system and thus cannot be
electronically accessed. This, said the LTO
Program, creates an air gap between the
tape and the system, helping to prevent
unwarranted access by hackers and malware.
LTO technology is also equipped with tape
drive-based 256-bit AES encryption to protect sensitive information.
LTO-7 drives are able to maintain data
transfer rates of up to 300Mbps native and
750Mbps compressed, while LTO-7 tape

provides up to 6TB of native storage capacity, and up to 15TB of compressed storage
per cartridge.
LTO tape technology can also be deployed in conjunction with the Linear Tape
File System (LTFS) open software specification, for ease of use and portability for open
systems’ tape storage, said the LTO Program.
One current user of LTO technology is
the Czech division of HBO Europe, which is
using LTO tape in a 48-slot tape library with
LTFS to manage the storage of its vast array
of video projects.
The library stores original content including movies, documentaries and ongoing programme series. Nikolay Utyaganov, technical
director of HBO Europe, Czech division, and
his team are responsible for the safe storage
of all the raw footage, workflow, interim and
final cuts for all of channel’s projects. “With
LTO, we have benefitted with cost-efficient
and reliable storage for managing our valuable video assets,” he explained.
LTFS implementations can be used with a
standalone single tape drive, or in small and
large tape library configurations integrated
with disc and flash storage for MAM.

TV and Global TV to get content to
air more quickly.
In moving to Quantum technology, we have also addressed our
stations’ need for seamless access
to archived media. In addition to
facilitating primary storage on
Quantum’s high-performance QXS1200 disk array, StorNext functions
smoothly with an existing XSAN
and effortlessly drives our existing HP and Spectralogic LTO tape
libraries to enable cost-effective
archiving. Leveraging the StorNext
To simplify overall monitoring and maintenance for the
API, our internal team of developers
its three TV stations, MNC Group has integrated its postwill be able to create a media asset production operations within one Quantum system that
management (MAM) system tailored supports a collaborative edit workflow across 120 edit seats.
to our television stations’ unique
As we look ahead to the future of post
requirements.
production for MNC Group stations, we apWe took our new StorNext and MXFpreciate that we can scale up our StorNext
server systems online in July this year, and we
system very simply and easily as our operawere quite satisfied with their ease of impletions demand. In the meantime, we plan to
mentation, as well as the comprehensive and
leverage this new storage infrastructure to
friendly support provided by Quantum. The
facilitate the migration of our extensive SD
resulting system has delivered on Quantum’s
content library to an HD format.
promise of exceptional compatibility with
third-party systems, and also on its predictions for excellent performance in supportKuswandi Aslan is head of Integrated IT
ing our collaborative edit workflow.
Broadcast at MNC Media.
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DTH still main de
platform in Asia-

The Asia-Pacific Satellite Communications
Council (APSCC) has named Pierre-Jean
Beylier, CEO of SpeedCast International, as
the 2016 Satellite Executive of the Year.
Also recently named Teleport Executive
of the Year by the World Teleport
Association (WTA), Beylier has reputedly
led SpeedCast’s global expansion.
He has been instrumental in driving
the company’s ongoing network and
infrastructure augmentation progamme
to ensure the “most robust, redundant
global network” for worldwide maritime,
government and enterprise customers,
leveraging more than 70 satellites and 39
teleports.

Kratos introduces
the Monics 200
With mitigating inteference becoming
more complex than ever in today’s
rapidly growing and congested satellite
environment, Kratos has introduced the
Monics 200, an RF satellite monitoring
device. A self-contained, standalone
device that detects and analyses
interfering signals, the Monics 200 is
designed for monitoring applications such
as multi-beam high throughput satellite
(HTS), fly-away environments, and in
instances where only limited monitoring is
required, such as remote teleports with a
number of antennas.
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As the most effective content
delivery platform in AsiaPacific, DTH, as yet, has no
peers, despite viewing habits
gravitating to multi-screen
consumption. Shawn Liew
finds out why.

F

ew would argue that consumer behaviour,
when it relates to content consumption,
has changed irrevocably. With viewers
exerting more control than ever before on
the content they want to watch, operators
have had to correspondingly shift from
a traditional delivery model of linear
distribution to one which incorporates
multi-screen delivery.
Although this is a conundrum faced
by operators across the globe, including in
Asia-Pacific, the region’s sheer economic,
cultural and geographical diversity should
ensure that direct-to-home (DTH) remains the pre-eminent delivery platform
for the foreseeable future.
This, at least, was the consensus
reached by delegates who spoke at last
month’s APSCC 2016 Satellite Conference
and Exhibition in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
(read more on pages 11 and 12).
Crucially, Asia-Pacific will continue
to post some of the biggest DTH growths
globally, including in India, which already
boasts the largest DTH market in the
world. As of May 2016, there were in excess
of 84 million DTH subscribers in India.
In Indonesia, the world’s most populous Muslim nation, mobile viewing is on
the rise, but DTH remains the “number
one distribution platform”, said Rudy
Tanoesoedibjo, president director, MNC
Sky.
Speaking at one of the conference
tracks during the APSCC 2016 Satellite
Conference and Exhibition, he explained:
“In Indonesia, cable is not practical while
broadband infrastructure is not yet readily
available — and is costly for the average
Indonesian.”
The potential for DTH growth in AsiaPacific remains strong, and can be attributable to multiple factors, Yau Chyong Lim,
chief commercial officer, Measat Satellite
Systems, tells APB.
These, he elaborates, include:
n The advantage of satellite over terrestrial networks in distributing content
over wide coverage areas.
n The ability to provide reliable, high-
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SpeedCast
CEO named
Satellite
Executive of
the Year

Measat currently operates six DTH platforms
across Malaysia, Brunei, India and Indonesia,
serving 20 million pay-TV subscribers.

❝The satellite industry
is going through a
paradigm shift in how
data services are being
delivered to customers.❞
— Yau Chyong Lim,
Chief Commercial Officer,
Measat Satellite Systems
quality, large-scale transmissions.
n Economic growth in emerging
Asian countries, which will increase
consumer ability to afford pay-TV
services.
Measat currently operates six
DTH platforms across Malaysia,
Brunei, India and Indonesia, serving
20 million pay-TV subscribers. In the
interim, much of the content delivered
to these viewers will be in HD. Yau
explains: “HD content on DTH platforms is increasing across Asia-Pacific,
particularly in the more developed
nations. In emerging markets where
SD is still dominant, HD penetration
is expected to grow as well — in line
with their economies.”
And what about 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD)? Measat is already offering two
4K/UHD channels on its 91.5°E video
neighbourhood, and has been involved

in a number of high-profile 4K/UHD
trials in Asia-Pacific.
4K/UHD will represent the next
wave of growth for the region’s DTH
market. This development, however,
will take some time to come to fruition,
accesses Yau. “The key development in
the DTH sector will be the upgrading
of SD to HD in the short-to-medium
term. 4K/UHD, on the other hand, is
still in its infancy with limited content
currently,” he elaborates.
The next few years is also likely to
see the traditional wide-beam fixed
satellite service (FSS) challenged by
geostationary high throughput satellite
(HTS) systems. These provide multi
ple, polarisation/frequency diverse,
contiguous, narrow spot beams with
Ka-band and Ku-band footprints.
Conceptually, geostationary earth
orbit (GEO) satellites and non-GEO
HTS will enable satellite operators
to “expotentially increase” capacity
delivered to the market — at a much
lower price, says Yau.
“The satellite industry is going
through a paradigm shift in how data
services are being delivered to customers,” he continues. “[However], while
these concepts are timely to meet the
increasing consumer demand for
data, there are some uncertainties on
the impact of multiple HTS satellites
and constellations on the market as
a whole.”
The challenge, Measat believes,
comes in making investment decisions
on emerging technologies when, GEO
satellites’ lifetimes, for example, span
10-15 years.
What, then, are the most appropriate strategies to adopt in order to take
full advantage of HTS?
Yau describes: “You can bet big
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livery
Pacific
and help shape its future, you can
be conservative and follow trends,
or you can hold back on investments until a clearer industry view
emerges.”
Or, perhaps, you can simply
emulate the Measat approach,
which is to adopt a multi-pronged
strategy. This includes: Building
Measat’s own HTS capacity for
specific markets and customers;
partnering with other operators
on large-scale projects to enable
the lowest cost per bit; and exploring alternative technologies to
meet “rapidly evolving” customer
demands.
Away from the discussion on
emerging technologies and consumption habits at the APSCC
2016 Satellite Conference and
Exhibition in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, a live online poll conducted during a conference session on WRC-19 provided some
sobering contemplation.
A total of 71% of voters think
more spectrum in C-band will
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Emergence of HTS highlights
permanence of satellite platform

be lost to the IMT (International
Mobile Telecommunications)
industry, while 42% believed that
even Ka-band spectrum will not
remain unscathed.
At WRC-15, a “No Change”
position adopted saw the bulk of
C-band preserved for FSS services.
The consequences of which might
see mobile operators return more
agressively to WRC-19, which
will be held from 28 October-22
November 2019.
Yau ponders: “There is the
possibility of mobile operators
once again requesting to be given
spectrum currently used for FSS.
These issues may affect industries
that rely on FSS, including the
broadcast industry.”
Start the road to WRC-19
now, he urges, by coordinating
and aligning efforts to inform
regulators of the need to preserve
spectrum for satellite services
in Asia-Pacific, and the negative
impact of spectum re-allocation
on these services.

By integrating high throughput satellite (HTS) technology
with ground segment technology,
throughput and productivity within
the satellite supply chain will be
improved, suggested Mahdi Nazari
Mehrabi, CTO and managing
director, Asia, North Telecom, a
fixed and mobile satellite service
provider.
Every industry player, Mehrabi
told APB, is asking for higher
bandwidths at a lower price point.
Thus, the onus falls on operators to
re-think how they can reduce cost
while increasing efficiency and productivity across the supply chain.
He added: “Satellite is an expensive medium because spectrum
is a scarce resource. But with more
companies investing in developing and testing out new technologies such as HTS satellites, which
provide better throughput and
efficiency, we are able to reduce
the price per megahertz.
“When price points decline and
technology improves, I believe that
the launch of more HTS satellites
will allow the industry to compete
with technologies such as fibre
optic.”
As for the ongoing transition
to IP, Mehrabi acknowledged that
IPTV is a “great concept” that offers a lot of applications, includ-

❝IPTV and OTT are good
compliments to satellite
broadcasting systems,
but satellite will stay
and play a very
important role
inside this
broadcast
industry.❞
— Mahdi Nazari Mehrabi,
CTO and Managing Director, Asia,
North Telecom
ing over-the-top (OTT), which is
continuing to gain popularity with
consumers. However, how much
of the world’s population is enjoying widespread broadband access,
Mehrabi asked.
IPTV is not a threat to, nor will
it replace, satellite, he accessed.
“IPTV and OTT are complementary
to satellite broadcasting systems,
but satellite will stay and continue
to play a very important role for
the broadcast industry,” he added.
B y t h e e n d of t h i s ye a r,
North Telecom’s Singapore office

will also be fully operational,
Mehrabi revealed, which will provide the company with a platform
to expand operations in AsiaPacific, particularly in Central and
South-east Asia.
He explained: “North Telecom
sees a lot of opportunities in this
region, such as in the mobility,
broadcast, maritime and aerospace
sectors. By extending our reach to
Singapore, we are opening and
sharing our resources with systems
integrators, satellite operators and
service providers in this region.”

Finding the key to unlock the multi-service treasure chest
The demand for services provided by high
throughout satellites (HTS) is growing exponentially across the globe — from the
mature markets of North America and
Europe to the emerging ones in Africa,
Latin America and Asia-Pacific. Jo De Loor,
market director for multi-service, HTS and
enterprise, Newtec, examines the technical
requirements HTS brings.
High-performance spot beams also require
the most advanced transmission standards.
DVB-S2X forward link with wideband carrier support is one of the key elements to
leverage HTS payload resources.
Using high-efficiency MODulation and
CODing schemes (MODCODs) schemes
up to 256APSK, DVB-S2X can leverage the

spot beam link performance, enabling high
service availability. In addition, the return
link performance allows the use of 32APSK
transmission schemes, providing inbound
IP efficiency as high as 4bps/Hz.
Dynamic bandwidth allocation schemes
will need to be more efficient and scalable
in order to sustain the next wave of growth.
Modem hardware must be more powerful
and future-proof, supporting higher data
rates and extending upgrade cycles, while
still meeting the customer-required price
points. Satellite networks should also be
more transparent and integrate more seamlessly with terrestrial networks.
Serving the higher value markets also
requires highly reliable services even during rain-fade conditions. Features such as

Automatic Uplink Power Control (AUPC) and
Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) are
essential, but need to be implemented in a
sophisticated manner to enable delivery of
the service reliability and Quality of Service
(QoS) needed by the customer.
Power spot beams will also create new
challenges for mobility. Beam switching
logic must become multi-dimensional,
allowing network operators to continually
manage factors such as load balance, regulatory restrictions, cost and weather.
New business models
The value chain for HTS-based services is
evolving to more managed services, driven
by the required economy of scale to roll
out HTS service infrastructure. There has

been so much debate over the effectiveness
of the so-called “closed” and “open” business models; meanwhile, our industry has
been adopting business model innovations
that enable various players in the satellite
services value chain to focus on their own
strategy and strengths.
Satellite operators will increasingly
deliver a managed service (wholesale) to
the service provider, which will be operating as a virtual network operator (VNO).
Using the elaborate VNO capabilities of
the platform, service providers will be able
to deliver tailored services according to
the end-customer requirements, and still
have all the tools available to roll out such
services and manage their Mbps capacity
and terminals.
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PCCW delivers 4K/UHD
content with Edgeware

The Edgeware TV Delivery Server has
been chosen by PCCW to deliver 4K/
Ultra HD (UHD) video-on-demand (VoD)
content to its pay-TV service, Now TV and
Now Player app, as well as HD content to
ViuTV’s mobile over-the-top (OTT) service.
Lauding the Edgeware platform for its
ability to limit any delays, even when
distributing 4K/UHD content, Keith
Huang, VP, product management,
technology and operations at PCCW, said:
“Our viewers’ experience is paramount,
especially for live-streamed content.
IP-delivered content should be in sync
with the same content being broadcast
traditionally.”

Globecomm’s
Anthony Sellers
takes on dual roles
Besides retaining his role as VP of
wireless products, Globecomm, Anthony
Sellers has also been selected to lead
the company’s industrial IoT (Internet
of Things) market. Reporting to Bryan
McGuirk, Globecomm’s chief commercial
officer, Sellers will oversee Globecomm’s
strategy, products and services for the
industrial IoT market. Joining Globecomm
in 2013, Sellers brings with him 23 years
of experience in designing, developing
and deploying wired and wireless
telecommunication solutions for both
commercial and government applications.
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Is OTT the
leading platform
for 4K/UHD
content delivery?
While 4K/UHD content is only available in selected countries in regions
such as Asia due to issues such as bandwidth availability and security, some
OTT service providers have pushed to the forefront in providing 4K/UHD,
and HDR content. Josephine Tan delves further.

S

ubscribers to pay-TV and video-ondemand (VoD) services will be willing to
pay 10%-30% more for access to 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD) content, claimed a new survey
by SNL Kagan and Irdeto.
The companies, in the A Clearer Picture of Growth: 2016 Global 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) Industry Survey report, highlighted
that premium content such as live sports
and early release movies are likely to be
driving the most consumption of 4K/
UHD content.
The finding that consumers are receptive to 4K/UHD content is an important
one, suggests Godert Burghard, VP, global
marketing, Irdeto, because it justifies the
relatively hefty investment required for
4K/UHD.
He tells APB: “The findings are im-
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Godert Burghard, VP, global marketing, Irdeto: Operators
need analytics and insights to understand where piracy is
happening, so that they can modify their services to deliver
a more legal and compelling service.

portant because investments for 4K/
UHD content are high with broadband
consumption and licences for highefficiency video coding (HEVC)/H.265
for compression. Therefore, it might be
a tough business case for operators, and
it is only viable if they can monetise the
content to leverage their investment.”
Roger Harvey, regional sales director, A&Z, South-east Asia, Japan, Irdeto,
adds that OTT can be perceived to be
the best medium to roll out 4K/UHD
VoD services. He explains: “From our
survey, OTT shows the most dynamic
growth, increasing from 23% within
a year to 45% in one to three years.
When asked which distribution channel would dominate the delivery of 4K/
UHD content within one year, between
three years and beyond three years,
the survey participants, on the main,
identified OTT.”
SNL Kagan and Irdeto surveyed
475 global service providers, including
pay-TV and OTT operators. The latter,
led by Netflix, have taken an early lead
in the actual delivery of 4K/UHD content via a VoD service; some have also
stated their commitment to producing
more content using 4K/UHD and high
dynamic range (HDR) technologies.
While 4K/UHD offers more pixels,
HDR offers better pixels that have
greater depth, allowing viewers to see
brighter highlights, more detail in dark
scenes, and a wider colour range that
is more closely matched to the “real”
world on HDR screens, explains Chris
Fetner, director, media engineering &
partnerships, Netflix.
He tells APB: “These technologies
offer a new set of tools we can use to
make bright and colourful scenes really
pop, and at the same time, bring out
more detail in dark scenes.
“It gives our creators and show

❝With more devices
supporting 4K/UHD and
HDR, and paired with
improving broadband
infrastructures, there is a
significant, and growing
appetite for 4K/UHD
HDR content.❞
— Chris Fetner,
Director, Media Engineering &
Partnerships,
Netflix
runners more creative liberties and
freedom as they now can play with
lights, make the décor a character in
itself, and explore cinematics that their
audience could never visualise before.”
As one of the first OTT service
providers to deliver 4K/UHD content
to their subscribers and a producer
of original TV series in a 4K/UHD
+ HDR format, Fetner reveals that
Netflix plans to have more than 600
hours of 4K/UHD content available
by the end of this year.
With more devices supporting 4K/
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UHD and HDR, and paired with
improving broadband infrastructures, Fetner predicts a “significant
and growing appetite” for 4K/
UHD HDR content.
He concludes: “HDR is an
emerging technology for video
content, but we believe it will
be the new standard for home
entertainment, and will enhance
our existing 4K/UHD library. In
addition to 4K/UHD and HDR,
we have made HD streaming quality and Dolby 5.1 sound available
for many titles on Netflix, giving
consumers the choice over the
kind of entertainment experience
they want.”
To deliver 4K/UHD content,
one of the primary requirements
is high-speed Internet, which is
still considered a privilege in some
countries in Asia. This may go
some way in explaining why 4K/
UHD content is only available in
selected countries in Asia — Japan
and South Korea included.
For regional OTT service
providers HOOQ and iflix, whose
services are available in countries
such as Indonesia, Thailand and
the Philippines among many others; the priority remains to provide
their subscribers with good content, service and experience.
4K/UHD, for the moment
at least, is not on the agenda, as
“fast and reliable” Internet is yet
to reach a level of wide availability
in Asia, and as there continues to
be an overall lack of high-quality
broadband infrastructure.
The spokesperson continues:
“OTT streaming is driven by
bandwidth and the data requirement to deliver 4K/UHD content
is heavy. Even though 4K/UHD
services are an interesting and
exciting proposition, it’s not our
priority at the moment.”
HOOQ, on the other hand,

offers features to ensure that its
subscribers can enjoy an “un
interrupted viewing experience”,
including a custom setting for
the subscriber’s viewing-quality
preference, as well as a bandwidth
indicator to access Internet connectivity and adaptive streaming
to maximise available bandwidth,
according to a HOOQ spokes
person. Again, no plans are afoot
to introduce 4K/UHD services in
the near future.
Although some operators are
timing the launch of 4K/UHD
content to match their expectations for mass adoption, Irdeto’s
Harvey recommends that operators can implement strategies and
platform upgrades incrementally
to integrate 4K/UHD into their
business models. “This will allow
operators to grow their 4K/UHD
offering in line with consumer
demand, while carefully managing
the required investment in equipment, impact on business models,
and the greater security and technical requirements,” he elaborates.
However, delivering on OTT
platforms poses another issue —
piracy. And it is crucial for service
providers to protect their content
from headend to end-devices.
Irdeto’s Burghard stresses: “We
believe content owners need to
be able to combat the problem on
piracy because the Internet and
online piracy is becoming an issue
in certain markets, and is hurting
legal businesses.
“Operators need analytics and
insights to understand where pira
cy is happening, what people are
viewing, so that they can modify
their services to deliver a more legal and compelling service, which
is also needed for their customers.
Especially for content like sports
and movies, there is no business
model to the market if the operator

❝It is important to keep
in mind that it is not the
network that makes OTT
content vulnerable to
piracy but the security
framework within the
device itself. ❞
— Petr Peterka, CTO, Verimatrix
does not secure its content well.”
To help content owners tackle
the piracy issue, Irdeto developed
the Irdeto Tracemark forensic
watermarking solution, which is
designed to allow content owners
and licensees to trace the source
of content piracy and take the
necessary actions to stop illegal
distribution.
Earlier this year, Irdeto also
launched Irdeto Rights, a digital
rights management (DRM) solution, with support from China
DRM. Offered alongside the Irdeto
Tracemark, the solution secures
and accelerates access to video entertainment for Chinese consumers, including 4K/UHD content.
The security underlying mass
distribution of 4K/UHD content
must not only provide anti-piracy
protection, Harvey explains, but
also act as a solution to quickly
identify piracy and shut it down if
it does occur. He adds that piracy
intelligence analytics are necessary
to understand the threat landscape
in order to determine the next
steps in mitigating or eliminating
the piracy threat.
Designed to provide the support of traditional anti-piracy
services, Irdeto’s online piracy
detection enables operators to use
the piracy intelligence with a holis
tic view of content consumption
within a viewing area, and guides
their content acquisition strategy

to ensure that customers’ demands
are met.
“An essential strategy that ope
rators need to put in place would
be to develop a strong partnership with a security provider that
will not only help to secure their
distribution platforms, but also
empower them to continually
adapt and grow with the changing
times,” Harvey concludes.
Acknowledging the demand
for 4K/UHD content will grow
in coming years, Petr Peterka,
CTO at Verimatrix, explains that
“progressive” operators are taking
advantage of this opportunity “to
get ahead of the competition by
offering higher quality content to
grow their business, differentiate
their services and prevent subscriber churn”.
While OTT may be becoming
the go-to platform for viewers
today to obtain 4K/UHD content,
Peterka emphasises that it is important to keep in mind that “it is
not the network that makes OTT
content vulnerable to piracy but
the security framework within the
device itself ”.
This can partly explain why
MovieLabs, an independent nonprofit organisation founded by
Disney, Paramount, Twentieth
Century Fox, Sony Pictures, Universal and Warner Bros, has issued
a set of specifications for enhanced
content protection due to the op-
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portunities 4K/UHD will present
to pirates for redistributing highquality content.
These stringent guidelines, according to Peterka, translate into
three pillars of 4K/UHD content
security: Hardware-based security; trusted software security; and
forensic watermarking.
Peterka recommends that ope
rators adopt a multi-pronged approach in addressing the different
types of threats while protecting
their 4K/UHD service revenue,
so that they can establish a secure,
end-to-end chain of custody.
To protect 4K/UHD content
against threats of illegal redistribution, Verimatrix is offering the
VideoMark forensic watermarking
toolbox for video tracking and
forensic identification.
A component of the VCAS
Ultra solutions for both broadcast
and VoD applications, VideoMark
is integrated as a hardware component in major chipset families and
enables rights owners and pay-TV
operators to maximise the revenue
potential of high-value content,
including 4K/UHD. The integration of a new Live Profile version
further extends the same level of
protection for live sports events.
Peterka concludes: “Watermarking specifically will become
an essential component of all OTT
services that deliver premium
content, because there is no other
known technology capable of
identifying individual streams and
sources effectively.
“Although the solutions are
transparent to the viewers, the inserted marks are more visible and
faster to extract, which means that
retroactive action can be taken as
soon as illegitimate streams are detected, shutting them down before
any significant loss of revenue has
occurred.”

Live streaming pays off with server-side ad insertion
by paul davis

It’s no secret that major sporting events are
one of the main driving forces behind the
success of live streaming services. Over the
past few months, we have seen online viewing figures leap to unprecedented levels
through a succession of major international
sporting events.
A key factor behind this success has been
the ability of broadcasters to monetise their
live streams using server-side ad insertion,
which allows ad breaks from the original
linear feed to be replaced when viewed
online. This breakthrough opens up a huge
amount of inventory in a way that sits very
well with the user’s experience of live TV, the
ad stitching being completely seamless and
frame-accurate.
Broadcasters and advertisers also benefit
from the fact that new ads can be personally
tailored to suit the interests of each viewer.
However, personalisation would be wasted
if ad views could not be tracked. Client-side

tracking complements server-side stitching
to provide real-time analytics, resulting in a
true broadcast-standard streaming experience for the viewer, and an industry-standard
form of ad measurement for the broadcaster/
advertiser. These factors have contributed to
view-through rates soaring way beyond 95%.
Another benefit of live streaming is the
relative ease with which live channels can be
deployed. Many rights-holders for the 2016
Summer Games, who were keen to make the
most of their investment, launched addi
tional online-only channels, which allowed
them to live stream every minute of every
sporting event.
Looking ahead to the 2020 Games in
Tokyo, live streaming will dwarf the 15TB
per second peaks that Akamai announced
this year. Japan is a key market in this development as it boasts the fifth fastest Internet
connection speeds in the world.
But it’s not just one-off sporting events
that are driving the region’s surge in live
streaming.

Properly applied dynamic ad insertion offers views
more access to live TV online that they have ever
had before, said Yospace.

Yu Ishikawa of Itochu Cable Systems,
stated: “Live streaming in Japan has been
expanding rapidly — not only for one-time
sporting events such as baseball, tennis and
golf but also the linear delivery of 24/7 sports
and news channels.”
“Regarding advertising, though broadcasters and advertisers have enjoyed a
certain amount of success using pre-roll,
the pristine experience of in-stream dynamic
ad insertion (DAI) is increasingly attracting
the attention of operators and advertising
agencies.”

It’s easy to see why live streaming is
proving to be so popular, both for the viewer
and the broadcaster. The viewer has access
to more live TV online than they have ever
had before and, through properly applied
DAI, they are able to sit back and enjoy a
true broadcast experience.
Meanwhile, the broadcaster is able to
build a closer relationship with its audience
and benefit from the ad revenues that relationship brings. Viewing records will continue
to be broken from one major live event to
the next up to and beyond the next Summer Games, which is very good news for all
concerned.
Paul Davis is Manager – Communications,
Marketing, Commercial, at Yospace, which is
demonstrating dynamic ad insertion at the
Itochu booth at Inter BEE 2016, which is taking
place in Tokyo from November 16-18.
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Catching up and winning the content race
by barry hartman

Content providers are in a mad
dash, aiming to be first to market
and first in the hearts, minds and
wallets of their audiences. To stand
out and get ahead of the pack, they
must maximise content output and
achieve the greatest possible ROI
from their video. So far, the result
of this competition has been a raft
of innovation, changing the video
market rapidly.
It’s hard to recall a time when
video streaming wasn’t commonplace, which makes it all the more
incredible that this is a technology barely in its second decade.
According to Cisco, Internet video
streaming and downloads have
already started to take a larger
share of bandwidth and will grow
to more than 80% of all consumer
Internet traffic by 2020.
Rather than innovation slowing down, as you might expect as
technology progresses, the pace
of broadcast innovation continues
to gather momentum, and broadcasters are still investing heavily in
new solutions to help them keep

up with the competition. A primary
need today is to find quicker, more
efficient, and more cost-effective
methods to create and distribute
premium content.
A general challenge is man
aging content volume.
As industry demand for content
has surged, personalised video
appetites have grown, and distribution outlets have multiplied.
Keeping up with customer demand
necessitates an increase in output
while simultaneously managing
limited resources and increased
costs, measuring appropriate results and maintaining agility.
This might not cause such
difficulty if funds were limitless,
but in many cases, budgets and
resources have remained flat or
even decreased. That has put more
pressure on content producers to
find the most efficient way possible
to increase their output and syndication of content and, ultimately,
grow revenues.
With this in mind, amplifying
content has become a 360-degree
effort across platforms, something
which is true for both large compa-

Video supply chain management — also known
as media logistics — has become an essential
means to support the process of content creation,
production and video syndication.
nies deploying sophisticated strategies, as well as small companies
looking simply to expand beyond
YouTube. Syndication of content to
multiple endpoints is now a critical
requirement.
But, while sending one video
to perhaps three different platforms sounds simple enough on
paper, challenges persist. If content
creators and broadcasters are to
maintain their position or speed
forward, it is this aspect of the puzzle that must be locked into place.
Without a streamlined method
for syndication, companies risk
falling at the first hurdle — and
opportunities for further innovation will be quashed.
Video supply chain management — also known as media
logistics — has become an essential means to support the process

of content creation, production
and video syndication.
Such platforms provide a single
source of truth across all aspects of
operations, enabling the visibility
needed to more efficiently produce, edit, process, transform, and
deliver video assets and their data.
As an outcome, companies can
build workflows with customised
functionality and capabilities, and
increase acquisition and distribution partners in less time and with
less expense.
Many content companies
struggle to support the pace of
content growth with the tools they
currently have. They remain burdened with disparate systems that
cannot talk to or work with each
other, and inherently incorporate
a deluge of manual tasks.
As a result, they have limited

visibility into their operations.
They’re also struggling to meet
ever-changing distributor requirements and content packaging
demands.
These challenges inhibit effi
ciency and collaboration, and
reduce flexibility as market needs
evolve, monetisation models
change, and distribution outlets
continue to grow.
However, a modern syndication workflow enables successful
orchestration of many complex
processes and ties each step together in an automated, cohesive
and efficient way — whether they
involve human or machine tasks, or
a combination of these.
In a market where constant
innovation is pushing companies
to progress faster than they might
evolve otherwise, it is only with the
right technology tools that companies can gain a single, unobstructed
vantage point to view all activities,
address issues, and understand how
to optimise their operations.
Barry Hartman is product director
at Ooyala.

Leyard provides engaging display of Rio Olympics
Leyard, a producer of LED displays and
lighting, provided LED video wall solutions
for NBC Olympics’ coverage of the Rio
Olympic Games.
Three Leyard TVH Series LED video walls
were featured on the NBC Olympics set
within the International Broadcast Center
(IBC) in Rio and one Leyard TVH Series LED
video wall for NBC’s outdoor Copacabana
Studio in Brazil.
The video walls include a 13ft wide by
13ft tall Leyard TVH1.9 video wall comprising

169 displays, as well as an 8ft wide by 7ft
tall Leyard TVH1.9 video wall made up of
56 displays, both with a 1.9mm pixel pitch
for 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) resolution graphics
and video playback. In addition, NBC’s sets
featured a large 9ft wide by 12ft tall 2.5mm
pixel pitch in-floor display made up of 108
Leyard TVH2.5 displays.
Jennifer Davis, chief marketing officer
of Leyard International, said: “These video
walls are a stunning backdrop to NBC’s
broadcast coverage, helping to bring all the

excitement of the largest sporting event in
the world to life.”
While allowing for image adjustment to
achieve broadcast-specific colour temperatures and gamma levels more precisely, the
Leyard TVH Series has also been designed
to produce deeper blacks, higher contrast
and less reflection for on-camera installations around the world, according to Leyard.
Reflecting on a successful Olympic
Games, Atila Ozkaplan, senior director, technical logistics for NBC Olympics, concluded:

NBC Olympics, a division of the NBC Sports
Group, selected LED video wall solutions from
Leyard as part of its coverage of the Rio Olympic
Games.

“We are thrilled to have [Leyard] technology
featured in our studios for the incredible
Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro.”
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Remote control the sky.
New SkyPanel Remote
Inspired by the requests of users, the SkyPanel Remote adds new flexibility and ease-of-use for the popular SkyPanel
line of LED soft lights. This handheld remote connects to any SkyPanel via a USB cable and allows for full remote control of
the fixture when it is high up on a light stand or in a position where the on-board control panel is difficult to access.
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